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Semiquinone occupancy
H+ exit pathwayWe re-examine the pH dependence of partial processes of ubihydroquinone (QH2) turnover in Glu-295mutants
in Rhodobacter sphaeroides to clarify themechanistic role. Inmore crippledmutants, the bell-shaped pHproﬁle of
wildtype was replaced by dependence on a single pK at ~8.5 favoring electron transfer. Loss of the pK at 6.5 re-
ﬂects a change in the rate-limiting step from the ﬁrst to the second electron transfer. Over the range of pH 6–8, no
major pH dependence of formation of the initial reaction complex was seen, and the rates of bypass reactions
were similar to the wildtype. Occupancy of the Qo-site by semiquinone (SQ) was similar in the wildtype and
bthe Glu→Trp mutant. Since heme L is initially oxidized in the latter, the bifurcated reaction can still occur,
allowing estimation of an empirical rate constantb103 s−1 for reduction of heme bL by SQ from the domain distal
from heme bL, a value 1000-fold smaller than that expected from distance. If the pK ~8.5 inmutant strains is due
to deprotonation of the neutral semiquinone, with Q•− as electron donor to heme bL, then in wildtype this low
valuewould precludemechanisms for normal ﬂux inwhich semiquinone is constrained to this domain. A kinetic
model in which Glu-295 catalyzes H+ transfer from QH +•, and delivery of the H to exit channel(s) by rotational
displacement, and facilitates rapid electron transfer from SQ to heme bL by allowing Q•− to move closer to the
heme, accounts well for the observations.© 2012 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.1. Introduction
The cytochrome (cyt) bc1 complex (ubihydroquinone:cyt c
oxidoreductse, E.C. 1.10.2.2, or complex III of the mitochondrial respira-
tory chain ), catalyzes oxidation of ubihydroquinone (quinol, QH2) by cyt
c (or cyt c2 in bacteria). The complex in bothmitochondria andbacteria is
a homodimer, with a catalytic core of three subunits, cyt b, cyt c1, and the
Rieske iron–sulfur protein (ISP), in each monomer. In bacterial com-
plexes, no other subunits are structurally deﬁned, but in Rhodobacter
sphaeroides, the isolated complex has an additional subunit (SU IV) of
uncertain function, which is absent from that of the closely related
Rb. capsulatus. Mitochondrial complexes have up to 11 subunits, many
of uncertain function [1,2].
In the Q-cycle mechanism through which the complex operates
(Fig. 1), oxidation of QH2 at theQo-site occurs through a bifurcated reac-
tion delivering the electrons to two different acceptor chains [3–6]. The
ﬁrst electron reduces the high potential chain (ISP and cyt c1), andspeciﬁed). Occupancy is at the
one; Q•−, anionic semiquinone;
none-10, quinone; decyl-QH2,
ISP, iron–sulfur protein; SU IV,
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rights reserved.generates an intermediate semiquinone (SQ). The electron from SQ re-
duces the low potential chain, consisting of hemes bL and bH of cyt b,
which deliver the electron across the membrane to reduce ubiquinone
(Q) or SQ at the Qi-site in an electrogenic process that contributes to the
electrical component of the proton gradient used to drive ATP synthesis.
In the ﬁrst electron transfer, both an electron and a proton are
transferred on reduction of ISPox, leaving as a product the neutral
semiquinone, QH•. The proton-coupled electron transfer of this step
accounts for the high activation energy of the overall reaction [7],
and mechanistic parameters have been established from detailed
studies of the dependence of rate on physicochemical properties of
ISP [8–13]. The mechanism of the second electron transfer is more
controversial. The Q-cycle operates with high efﬁciency so that in
the absence of backpressure from the proton gradient [14], virtually
all electrons go through the bifurcated process. If electron exit from
the low potential chain is blocked, bypass reactions occur, which
under aerobic conditions lead to reduction of O2 to superoxide, and
a cascade of secondary reactive oxygen species (ROS) and related radi-
cals that lead to cellular damage, aging, etc. [15–17]. A question of
mechanistic and anthropocentric interest is how evolution has honed
the mechanism to minimize these damaging short-circuits.
1.1. Structural considerations
Structures at atomic resolution are available from mitochondrial
and bacterial sources [18–23], but some aspects of the structure–
Fig. 1. Q-cyclemechanism. Left, the subunits of theRb. sphaeroides bc1 complex, and the prosthetic groups of importance inmechanism (taken fromPDB ID: 2QJY). Right, the catalytic core
rotated so as to display themain players. The reactions of the Q-cylce are shown bymagenta arrows (H transfers), green arrows (Q, QH2 exchange at catalytic sites), blue arrows (electron
transfers) and red arrows (H+ transfers). Stigmatellin bound at the Qo-site shows the position at which the ES1-complex forms. Reactions numbered are as follows:
Formation of ES1-complex
EbHbL þ QH2 þ ISPox⇌EbHbL·QH2·ISPox ð1Þ
High potential chain (1st e− transfer and formation of ES2-complex)
EbHbL·QH2·ISPox⇌ISPH þ EbHbL·QH: ð2Þ
ISPH þ f erriheme c1⇌ISPox þ f erroheme c1 þ HþP ð3Þ
Low potential chain (2nd e− transfer)
EbHbL·QH
•⇌EbHb
−
L þ Q þ HþP ð4Þ
EbHb
−
L ⇌Eb
−
H bL ð5Þ
Eb−H bL þ Q þ HþN⇌EbHbLQ •− Hþ
 
or Eb−H bLQ
•− Hþ
 
þ HþN⇌EbHbL þ QH2 ð6a;6bÞ
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enzyme-substrate (ES-) complexes for both Qo-site electron transfers
are metastable. Speculation about the mechanism of the initial step de-
pends on the nature of its ES-complex (ES1) at the Qo-site (Fig. 1,
Eq. (1)). The two substrates, QH2 and ISPox, cannot coexist in equilibri-
umat any Eh; the driving force (ΔE′) is generated in vivo bymetabolism,
or by activation of linked photochemical processes, and ES1 has so far
been inaccessible to crystallographic exploration. Models for the
reaction complex have been based on the binding of inhibitors,
well-deﬁned in structures. In particular, that for stigmatellin has been
used as a guide in discussion of both ES1 and enzyme-product (EP-)
complexes [24–26]. The protein side-chains liganding the inhibitor
(His-152 of ISP and Glu-295 of cyt b, using Rb. sphaeroides numbering),
have attracted particular attention. The ES1-complex has been modeled
by replacing stigmatellin with QH2, which ﬁts well within the electron
density of the inhibitor [25]. However, the polarity of the H-bond be-
tween ISP and the occupant is different; His-152 of the reduced ISP
(ISPH) is the H-bond donor to a carbonyl group of stigmatellin, while
in ES1 a phenolic -OH of QH2 would donate an H-bond to ISPox, withHis-152 in the imidazolate form [8,13,27]. The difference in polarity
largely reﬂects the change in pK of His-152 on reduction to give ISPH,
which is fully protonated in the neutral range. NMR studies in Thermus
thermophilus bc1 complex [28] have now unambiguously associated the
values for pKox1 and pKox2 with histidines equivalent to His-152 and
His-131 of ISP, with values ~7.6 and ~9.6 in Rb. sphaeroides, while the
pKred values of both in ISPH are in the range ~12–13 [29].
1.2. The ﬁrst electron transfer
At saturating substrate concentrations, the ﬁrst electron transfer is a
rate-limiting proton-coupled electron transfer, the reaction is endergon-
ic [7,8,30–33], and the products are ISPH and the neutral semiquinone,
QH•. The reaction is proton-ﬁrst-then-electron; the rate depends on
the contribution of pKox1 of ISP to the Brønsted barrier determining
distribution of the proton along the H-bond [34], and on the contribu-
tion of Em,ISP to the electron transfer driving force and activation barrier.
The behavior is well-described according to a Marcus–Brønsted rela-
tionship [13,27,48], and varies on modiﬁcation of these values in ISP
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ied as expected from the controlling role for substrate concentration in
formation of the ES1-complex (Eqs. (1), (7), and (8)), such that with
one substrate held constant at saturating concentration, variation of
the other gave the Michaelis–Menten behavior [7] [35], allowing calcu-
lation of relative binding coefﬁcients of both substrates:
EbHbL·ISPox⇌
QH2
KQH2
EbHbL·QH2·ISPox;KQH2 ¼ exp
zF
RT
ΔEES–freem
 
ð7Þ
EbHbL·QH2⇌
ISPox
:KISPox
EbHbL·QH2·ISPox;K ISPox ¼ 10
pKox1−pKappð Þ ð8Þ
The pH dependence of quinol oxidation shows an increase over the
range pH 6 to 7, described by an apparent pK (pKapp) of ~6.5 [7]. We
suggested that the difference between pKapp and pKox1 ~7.6 (in
wildtype) of the isolated ISP must reﬂect KISPox (Eq. (8)), the binding
constant for formation of the ES1-complex. With ISP mutant strains,
pKapp varied in parallel with change in pKox1 [7,13], demonstrating a di-
rect correlation.
1.3. The second electron transfer
The ES-complex (ES2) for the second step (Eqs. (4)–(6a,6b)) is the
bound QH• product of the ﬁrst (Eq. (2)), and is also inaccessible to crys-
tallography. In normal forward chemistry, the second electron transfer
is fast enough to rapidly remove SQ so that none can be detected
[36–38]. Different mechanisms have been proposed for this step,
including variants of concerted mechanisms [31,39,40], double-gated
mechanisms [41], double-occupancy mechanisms [42–44], SQ stabi-
lized in a complex with ISPH [45,46], and low occupancy by SQ with
rate enhanced by mobility [7,24,26]. This choice of mechanisms is
representative of the controversy as to the state from which electron
transfer to heme bL occurs. We had suggested that an anionic species,
Q•−, might migrate close to the heme so as to react rapidly at low occu-
pancy [24,26,47,48]. As recently demonstrated by EPR [30,32,37], under
conditions in which it can accumulate, SQ is retained in the Qo-site
volume as the anionic species Q•− [30], likely with Glu-295 carboxylate
asH+ acceptor. The properties are in linewith themechanismproposed
[24], but discrepancies between labs as to occupancy translate to uncer-
tainties in interpretation of kinetic data.
The focus of the present study is Glu-295 of cyt b (E295), highly
conserved in α-proteobacteria and mitochondria. The -PEWY- span
containing this residue forms one side of the Qo-site. Our previous
studies had shown that mutagenesis resulted in strongly inhibited
rates of QH2 oxidation, and as structures became available, an obvious
explanation became apparent [24,49]. In stigmatellin-containing
structures, the carboxylate group of E295 is H-bond acceptor from a
hydroxyl group of the inhibitor [24,26]. In the native structure, and
those occupied by myxothiazol (or several other similar MOA-type
inhibitors with an E-β-methoxy-acrylamide (or -acrylate) active
group), the side chain is rotated by some 160° [26,50] so that the car-
boxyl group connects to a water chain leading to the P-phase aqueous
interface [21,24,26,51]. This difference in conﬁguration suggested a
functional role for E295 in removal of the second proton from quinol
oxidation [21,24,51]. The E295 would accept a proton from the neu-
tral QH• (formed in the ﬁrst electron transfer) via the ring –OH, and
deliver it by rotation of the (now) carboxylic sidechain to the proton
exit channel, leaving the anionic Q•− in the site. Clearly, mutation of
E295 would be expected to lead to inhibition of this step. Dissociation
and H+ transfer down the water chain would then provide a pathway
for exit to the P-phase. When stigmatellin occupied the site, struc-
tures show that the E295 side-chain and two water molecules ﬁlled
the volume between the inhibitor and heme bL [21]. However, in
the structures containing myxothiazol or similar MOA-type inhibi-
tors, this volume was occupied by the pharmacophoric MOA group[26,50]. Assuming that QH• formed after the ﬁrst electron transfer
was initially in the same volume as in ES1 (the site distal from heme
bL), H+ transfer and rotation of the E295 side-chain would open up
the volume proximal to heme bL when no inhibitor was present.
This suggested an additional indirect functional role; by opening up
that volume, rotation of E295 might allow movement of Q•− closer to
heme bL, to facilitate transfer of its electron [24,26]. The ~5 Å change
in distance would increase the rate constant by >1000-fold, allowing
efﬁcient operation at much lower SQ occupancy. The sidechain rotation
exposes the backbone>NHof E295 as anH-bondpartner for anO-atom
of the MOA-group of the inhibitor; in the absence of inhibitor, this
would be a potential ligand for SQ in the proximal volume.
Although several publications have raised objections to speciﬁc fea-
tures of the mechanism proposed [31,38,53–56], some support for the
proton exit scenario was provided by studies of the role of E295 in
Zn-binding and inhibition [52]. In this paper, we have mutated the
-PEWY-glutamate to D, G, Q, W, K, and L, and explored the effects on
the bifurcated reaction and bypass processes, and their pH dependence
compared to wildtype. We have measured the occupancy of SQ in the
wildtype and in the mutant E295W, and used these values to estimate
the rate constant for oxidation of SQ at the distal domain of the Qo-site
by ferriheme bL.We address the points criticized, and introduce a kinet-
ic model that illustrates the feasibility of the mobile SQ hypothesis, but
leaves unresolved details of how gating to minimize bypass reactions is
implemented. We discuss possible mechanisms in terms of a ballet of
molecular dancers, with choreography directed by coupled coulombic
forces between electron, proton, Q•−, heme bL, and carboxylate groups,
all of which have charges in play at different times during the second
electron transfer reaction.
2. Materials and methods
2.1. Materials
Biochemical reagents were obtained from commercial sources.
Molecular engineering supplies and protocols followed standard con-
ventions [10,57,58]. Horse heart cytochrome c, antimycin-A, and decyl-
ubiquinone, were purchased from Sigma and used without further
puriﬁcation. POPC was obtained from Avanti-biolipids. Ascochlorin was
a kind gift from Dr. Nobuko Minagawa, Department of Biochemistry,
Niigata University of Pharmacy and Applied Life Sciences, Niigata
956-8603, Japan.
2.2. Experimental protocols
2.2.1. Pre-steady state kinetics of quinol oxidation at the Qo-site
Chromatophores are formed by a pinching off vesicular invagina-
tions of the bacterial cellmembrane. Formation of sealed vesicles occurs
on cell breakage by mechanical disruption. This traps a periplasmic
aqueous volume, including cyt c2 at a stoichiometry similar to that of
bc1 complex, which is in themembrane. Photochemical reaction centers
(RC) are included in the cell membrane, with a stoichiometry about
twice that of bc1 complex, but this can vary with growth conditions.
On excitation by actinic light, the RCs generate the substrates (ferricyt
c2 diffusing in the trapped aqueous phase, and QH2 diffusing in the
membrane) for the bc1 complexes, which turn over to regenerate the
substrates for the RCs (ferrocyt c2 and Q). In coupled membranes,
turnover generates a proton gradient, with the major component con-
tributed by membrane potential, Δψ. Kinetics of turnover of the photo-
synthetic chain were measured as previously described, following
absorbance changes of the photochemical RC and cytochromes, after
actinic ﬂash (~5 μs at half-height) illumination of a dark-adapted
suspension of chromatophores under controlled conditions of redox
poise, temperature, and pH [3,59–61]. Kinetic traces were recorded at
542, 551, 561, 566, 569 and 575 nm, and speciﬁc components convolut-
ed from absorbance changes at the following wavelength differences:
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heme bH, 561–569 nm; heme bL, (566–575 nm)–0.5(heme bH), with
further small corrections for contributions from cyt c2 and RC depen-
dent on relative stoichiometry. When appropriate, the electrochromic
absorbance change of carotenoid pigments that monitor Δψ was
measured at 503 nm. In most experiments reported, electrochromic
changes were minimized by addition of valinomycin and nigericin to
collapse the proton gradient. In experiments to measure the kinetics
of Δψ formation, the ionophores were omitted, and the changes at
503 nm were monitored separately.
Activation of RC generates the substrates for the bc1 complex; when
the Q-pool is partially reduced, the time scale for activation of turnover
is determined by diffusion of ferricyt c2 and its oxidation of the high
potential chain (cyt c1 and ISP) with t½~150 μs, allowing exploration
of kinetics in the sub ms range. Because equilibration in both high and
low potential chains is more rapid than the rate-limiting ﬁrst electron
transfer, when electron transfer out of the b-heme chain is inhibited
by antimycin, the rate of reduction of heme bH provides a measure of
the rate of oxidation of ubiquinol during a single turnover of the Qo-site.
By control of redox poise and pH, and with knowledge of the relative
stoichiometries of the components, kinetic parameters as a function of
substrate concentration, pH, or any other controllable reaction condi-
tion, can be readily extracted from the data [3,7,62]. Details of the reac-
tion media, redox mediators, pH buffers, temperature control, and
redox poising are given in the ﬁgure legends. For kinetic modeling, we
used the program Dynaﬁt (Biokin Ltd., Pullman WA) [63].
2.2.2. Molecular engineering, and sample preparation
Rb. sphaeroides strains expressing wildtype and mutant bc1 com-
plexeswere constructed essentially as described in [57]. The expression
of the expected mutation was checked by PCR ampliﬁcation of plasmid
DNA from cells used for each chromatophore preparation used experi-
mentally. Chromatophores were harvested from Rb. sphaeroides essen-
tially as in [64]. Isolated bc1 complex was puriﬁed in a single step
through a His6-tag afﬁnity column as described in [57], followed by ex-
tensive dialysis. Concentrations of bc1 complexwere quantiﬁed through
absorption spectrophotometry by using the dithionite reduced−
ferricyanide oxidized difference spectrum at 561–569 nm for heme
bH, using ε=20 mM−1 cm−1. The stoichiometry of subunits was
checked by semi-quantitative PAGE analysis.
2.2.3. Preparation of freeze-quenched EPR samples
Isolated bc1 complex at 20 μM from wildtype or E295W chromato-
phores was incubated with 200 μM oxidized equine cytochrome c,
20 μM ferricyanide, and 100 μM antimycin A (to inhibit electron trans-
fer from heme bH, and to prevent formation of SQ at the Qi-site), with
and without the Qo-site inhibitor ascochlorin at 80 μM. Absorption
spectra conﬁrmed that the bc1 complex and equine cytochrome c
were oxidized prior tomixing (data not shown). To initiate the reaction,
the bc1 complex was mixed with 100 μM decyl-QH2 in a 1:1 volume
ratio, to ﬁnal concentrations of 10 and 50 μM respectively. Both the
bc1 complex and decyl-QH2 were prepared in a buffer of 50 mM
MOPS at pH 8.5, 100 mM KCl, 20% glycerol, and 25 μg/ml 1-palmitoyl-
2-oleoyl-glycero-3-phosphocholine (POPC). Decyl-QH2 was prepared
from decyl-Q using borohydride reduction, and diluted into degassed
buffer immediately prior to use. Samples were mixed using a Biologic
MPS-20 freeze-quench apparatus, housed in an anaerobic box equipped
with gloves to allow manipulations prior to mixing. Before each exper-
iment, the ﬂow-lines were cleared with 250 μl of sample, which was
removed by suction. All buffers and samples were degassed under
argon for a minimum of 20 min before use in the anaerobic chamber.
The reaction was started by mixing 250 μl of each solution, and
quenched after 50 ms. Myoglobin-sodium azide control was conducted
as in [30], yielding an average freezing time of 35 ms. This, combined
with mixing time and calculated time of ﬂight, gave a total dead
time of 50 ms. Samples were injected directly into liquid pentane at−125 °C, and then sealed and stored in liquid nitrogen. Following
collection and freezing, the vials containing the frozen samples were
thawed in a bath of liquid hexane brought to−60 °C through immer-
sion in liquid nitrogen in a secondary container. Frozen samples were
packed into ~8 mm OD EPR tubes using stainless steel rods through a
Teﬂon funnel immersed in hexane at −60 °C. The sample volume in
all cases allowed a ﬁlling of the EPR tube to a height >2 cm, the maxi-
mum height of sample detection. Spin concentration of the SQ was
determined using an internal standard (~2 μM Mn2+ in ﬁnal sample),
and quantiﬁed by double-integration of the EPR spectrum and compar-
ison against a ladder of external Mn2+ standards, to compensate for
variations in packing density, and ﬂuctuations in detector sensitivity
over time. Spectra were measured at 1.0 mW power [30], 5.0 gauss
modulation amplitude, 100 kHz modulation frequency, centered at
3320 gauss with a sweep of 160 gauss, effective ampliﬁer gain of 104,
using microwave frequency ~9.30 GHz, with the value recorded for
each measurement to allow calculation of g-values. Traces are the aver-
age of 75 scans of 25 s each.2.2.4. Electron transfer rates for forward and bypass reactions
Protocols were developed for measurement of forward electron
transfer and bypass reactions in the pseudo-steady-state, achieved by
actinic illumination by a series of closely spaced ﬂashes. Pseudo-
steady-state experiments were performed under conditions similar to
those for measurement of the single turnover kinetics but with some
modiﬁcations. For most experiments, reactions were measured under
conditions, in which the quinone pool was initially half-reduced (for
example, at Eh~90 mV at pH 7.0). The following rates were measured,
as illustrated in Figs. 2 and 3:
1) Re-reduction of P+ after a train of 6 saturating ﬂashes spaced at
20 ms (slope (b)). In the absence of an inhibitor in the wildtype
(not shown) or in partially inhibited strains (cf. E295D in Fig. 2A),
the ﬂux through the electron transfer chain in the pseudo-steady-
state includes the bifurcated reaction at the Qo-site of the bc1 com-
plex, bypass reactions, and back reactions of the RC, and is given
by the rate of re-reduction of RC (slope b) plus that for cyt ct
(slope (e)). In the absence of inhibitors in severely crippled
mutant strains, or in the presence of antimycin, this ﬂash regime
was sufﬁcient to fully oxidize RC, cyt c2 and cyt c1, and the rate of
re-reduction of RC then measured total ﬂux (Fig. 2B, trace (b)).
2) Rates for the bifurcated reaction were determined from the rate of
heme bH reduction following the ﬁrst ﬂash in the presence of
antimycin (Fig. 2B, trace (a)). If heme bH was initially oxidized,
no reduction of heme bL was seen after the ﬁrst ﬂash [3,59], but
was delayed until heme bH was substantially reduced, as expected
from the relative Em values ([59], and see Section 4.3). For severely
crippled strains, reduction of heme bH was only partial during the
20 ms before the next ﬂash, and the initial slope measured during
the train was taken (Fig. 3A, trace (a)). When heme bH was initial-
ly partly or completely reduced, the initial rate of reduction of
heme bL could be similarly assayed, starting after the ﬁrst ﬂash
(Fig. 3B, trace (d)), with the total ﬂux through the bifurcated reac-
tion obtained from the sum of initial rates into the two b-hemes.
3) In the presence of antimycin (Figs. 2B and 3), the turnover of the
Qo-site becomes inhibited as electrons back-up in the b-heme
chain, and the residual electron transfer measured after a train of
ﬂashes (trace (b)) is mainly from bypass reactions. In severely
crippled mutants, the b-heme chain was not completely reduced
after the 6th ﬂash (Fig. 3A, trace (a)), and some residual bifurcated
reaction still continued (slope (c)). The rate could be subtracted
from the RC re-reduction rate to give the fraction contributed by
bypass and back reactions.
4) In the presence of antimycin andmyxothiazol, the bifurcated reac-
tion is completely inhibited in all strains, and measurement of RC
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Fig. 3. Partial processes in turnover of the Qo-site in E295W mutant. A. Kinetics of cy-
tochromes and reaction center at pH 7.0; reaction conditions and labeling of traces as
in Fig. 2. B. Kinetics at pH 8.0; reaction conditions as in Fig. 2, but with 50 mM MOPS
replaced by 50 mM EPPS.
Fig. 2. Kinetic traces to illustrate protocols used to assay different partial processes. Chro-
matophores from E295D mutant were suspended in a medium containing 100 mM KCl,
50 mM MOPS buffer at pH 7.0, with mediators to catalyze equilibration of redox centers
with the ambient redox potential, Eh, poised at 100 mV. Under these conditions, the ubi-
quinone pool was ~30% reduced, and the ES1-complex close to saturated. The b-hemes of
the bc1 complex, and the quinone acceptors of the reaction center (RC) were oxidized,
and the high potential chain, and the RC donor, were reduced. The reaction mixture in
an anaerobic cuvette was stirred, except during data acquisition. Turnover was initiated
by a group of six saturating ﬂashes (~5 μs at half-height), spaced 20 ms apart. Each ﬂash
activated >90% of open RCs to generate the substrates of the bc1 complex. A. Kinetics in
the absence of inhibitors; B. kinetics in the presence of antimycin; C. kinetics in the pres-
ence of antimycin and myxothiazol. Traces are colored as follows: red, heme bH reduction
(ΔA561–569); black, heme c1+c2 (cyt ct) (ΔA551–542); blue, RC P+ (ΔA542); gray, heme bL
(ΔA566–575–0.5(ΔA561–569) with small additional corrections for P+ and cyt ct depending
on relative stoichiometry). The rates of different partial processes were determined from
the slopes and amplitudes labeled as follows: (a) initial rate of reduction of heme bH. In
the presence of antimycin, this assays the rate of QH2 oxidation through the bifurcated
reaction. (a) Maximal amplitude of heme bH absorbance change in the presence of
antimycin (1 heme/bc1 monomer), allowing normalization of rate. (b) Rate of reduction
of P+, the oxidized RC donor, immediately after the 6th ﬂash, which assays the the
pseudo-steady state ﬂux from processes leading to relaxation of the system. (b) Maximal
amplitude of P+ absorbance change to assay total RC, allowing normalization of rate.
Since myxothiazol blocks the bifurcated reaction, traces in the presence of myxothiazol
assay myxothiazol-insensitive bypass reactions, back-reactions of RC, etc. (c) Rate of the
heme bH reduction (bifurcated reaction) immediately after the 6th ﬂash (to allow correc-
tion of bypass rates. This assays the rate in bc1 complexes in which reduction of heme bH is
incomplete. Subtraction of this rate from that measured in (b) allows assay of bypass reac-
tions. (d) Rate of reduction of heme bL. At the Eh and pH of this experiment, reduction of
heme bL was delayed until heme bH was substantially reduced. If heme bH is initially re-
duced, reduction of heme bL is observed after the ﬁrst ﬂash (see Fig. 3B). (d) Maximal am-
plitude of heme bL absorbance change. (e) Rate of reduction of cyt ct immediately after the
6th ﬂash. Thisﬂuxmust be added to that determined in (b) to obtain the total ﬂux through
the high potential chain. (e) Maximal amplitude of cyt ct absorbance change to allow nor-
malization. See text for further details.
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was assumed that a monomer contained 1 equiv. each of hemes bH,
bL, c1, and ISP. The stoichiometric ratio of RC to bc1 complex was
taken using an extinction coefﬁcient for P+ measured at 542 nm as
10 mM−1 cm−1, and for heme bH measured at 551–569 nm as
20 mM−1 cm−1.
2.2.5. Estimation of turnover from the electrogenic ﬂux
The electrogenic ﬂux associatedwith turnover of the photosynthetic
apparatuswas determined bymeasurement of absorbance changes due
to the electrochromic response of carotenoids measured at 503 nm,
when induced by a single saturating ﬂash [3,65–73]. The ﬂux of charge
across themembrane associatedwith electron transfer between theQo-
and Qi-sites of the bc1 complex and coupled release and uptake of H+,
was determined by subtraction of the trace measured in the presence
of myxothiazol and antimycin (reﬂecting the RC-linked electrogenic
processes) from the change in the absence of inhibitors (reﬂecting
both RC and bc1 turnover), and normalized to give units e−/(bc1
complex)/s, using the stoichiometric ratio of RC to bc1 complex in
each strain. The ﬂux assayed at Eh,7~100 mV matches the rate of
heme bH reduction when the latter is measured in the presence of
antimycin [72], and this relationship was assumed at other pH and Eh
values.
2.2.6. Estimation of enzyme kinetic coefﬁcients
Values for Vmax and Km for QH2 as substrate for the Qo-site reaction
were obtained from linear ﬁts to standard Eadie-Scatchard plots (v/S
against v). Redox poise of the ubiquinone pool was varied by changing
the ambient redox potential, Eh, and [QH2] was calculated using the
standard Nernst–Peters equation, and estimated values for total
Q+QH2, and QH2 in the membrane (which varied with redox poise),
including QH2 generated in the ﬂash [74]. When the redox poise was
measured in situ by reduction of the Qpool, the concentration of both Q
and QH2 changed, and values for Kmmeasured reﬂect in part the differ-
ential binding properties of Q and QH2, as discussed at length in [8,62].
The same set of data could be used to determine apparent afﬁnity of
QH2 in formation of the ES-complex, with similar caveats [8]. The pH
dependence of turnover in the range ≤8.0 was measured from rates
of reduction of heme bH (or bH plus bL) in the presence of antimycin.
Kinetics of quinol oxidation at pH ≥8.5 were measured from rates of
charge transfer across the membrane, assayed via the electrochromic
carotenoid band-shift determined from the absorbance change at
503 nm [67,72]. The trace in the presence of myxothiazol (RC uninhib-
ited, no turnover of Qo-site) was subtracted from that in the absence of
inhibitors (both RC and bc1 complex turning) over) to show the fraction
of the change due to bc1 complex turnover.
In strains with the ﬁrst electron transfer as the limiting step, the
apparent pK controlling formation of the ES-complex could be deter-
mined from the pH dependence of Em for ISP and the dependence of
rate on pH at saturating concentration of QH2 [7,8,13,29,75,76] (see
Introduction and Eq. (8)).
3. Results
3.1. General features of kinetics in E295 mutant strains
In the present work, we have extended our earlier investigations [9]
to anaerobic conditions at controlled redox poise, pH, etc., in order to
further explore the reaction parameters. The mutant strains studied
(E295D, L, W, Q, K, and G) all showed substantially inhibited rates for
the bifurcated reaction when compared to wildtype. The behavior
when assayed under anaerobic conditions was similar to that under
aerobic conditions reviewed earlier [9]. The degree of inhibition of the
bifurcated reaction was substantially higher than reported in experi-
ments using isolated mitochondrial bc1 complexes [55], although the
antimycin-inhibited rates were similar.Turnover of the Qo-site in thewildtype andmutant strains, and rates
for bypass reactions, were assayed after a single ﬂash, or in the
pseudo-steady state established after 6 consecutive ﬂashes at 20 ms
apart as described under Experimental protocols (Section 2.2.4). Rates
weremeasured from the kinetics of absorbance changes of the bc1 com-
plex and photochemical reaction center (Fig. 3A, B), or from associated
electrogenic processes (Fig. 4). In the more severely crippled strains,
reduction of heme bH was still incomplete after the sixth ﬂash
(at 100 ms), and continued after illumination because the driving
force established by oxidation of the high potential chain continued to
sustain the forward reaction. In contrast, the level of reduction of
heme bL leveled off almost immediately, and then declined; this behav-
ior reﬂects the difference in Em values of the acceptor hemes (see
Section 4.2). At higher pH, heme bH was partly reduced in equilibrium
with the quinone pool at Eh close to Em [6,59], and in that fraction of
centers, reduction of heme bL started after the ﬁrst ﬂash (Fig. 3B).
Fig. 5 summarizes the results from measurement of initial rates of the
bifurcated reaction and myxothiazol-sensitive bypass rates over the
range pH 6.0 to 9.0 for the wildtype and mutant strains. All rates mea-
sured through the reduction of the b-hemes were corrected for ﬂuxes
not associated with the bc1 complex by subtraction of the residual rate
of re-reduction of P+ after inhibition of the bifurcated reaction by
myxothiazol. These residual ﬂuxes came mainly from back-reactions
of the reaction center, and minor contributions from mediators, etc.,
which could not be distinguished from myxothiazol-insensitive
short-circuit reactions of the bc1 complex. The total myxothiazol-
insensitive ﬂux represented ~1 e−/bc1/s (~0.1% of the steady-state
ﬂux in wildtype, or ≤10% of the ﬂux in the presence of antimycin).
Note that this myxothiazol insensitive ﬂux is much less signiﬁcant
than reported in mitochondrial complexes ([77], and references
therein).
Under aerobic conditions, bypass rates assayed in chromatophores
in the presence of antimycin in the pseudo-steady state at pH 7.0
were, for all the E295 mutants, similar to those in the wildtype [9],
and were comparable to those previously seen in mitochondrial sys-
tems under aerobic conditions [77,78]. When oxygen is present, reduc-
tion to superoxide occurs, likely with the Qo-site SQ as donor [77].
When isolated bc1 complex was used in these earlier experiments
[77], similar rates were seen under anaerobic conditions as long as oxi-
dized cyt c was present as an alternative acceptor. In chromatophores,
cyt c2 is trappedwithin the enclosed vesicle, so that it can act as electron
acceptor, and no addition of c-type cytochrome was needed to observe
anaerobic bypass rates using the above protocol. When oxidation of SQ
is blocked either bymutation, or by backup of the low potential chain in
the presence of antimycin, the pseudo-steady-state ﬂux determined
from the rate of reduction of the terminal acceptor, P+, under anaerobic
conditions, includes all bypass reactions involving SQ. Since the rates
are similar to those under aerobic conditions, cyt c2, which is reduced
by SO, likely acted as acceptor under both conditions.
A notable feature in all strains was the pattern of equilibria among
redox centers following a train of ﬂashes. The strongly inhibited rates
for reduction of the low potential chain in mutant strains, associated
with the slowed SQ oxidation, allowed us to observe kinetics, and the
change in poise of the components of high and low potential chains,
and the equilibria of the bifurcated reaction as the driving force in-
creased on successive ﬂashes (Figs. 2B, and 3). Constraints arising
from thermodynamic limitations in the Q-cycle ([3,5,44,59,72], and
see Section 4.2) were obvious, and provide a basis for calculation of
parameters need for estimation of thermodynamic poise of the partial
reactions involving SQ (See Section 4.4).
3.2. The pH dependence of the rate of the bifurcated reaction
The kinetic analysiswas extended tomeasurement of the pHdepen-
dence of rates of partial processes so as to dissect out the contributions
from dissociable species (Figs. 3–5). The pH dependence was tested
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Fig. 4. Qo-site turnover at high pH assayed through electrogenic reaction of the bc1 complex. The absorbance change at 503 nm was measured in the absence and presence of
myxothiazol, and the difference kinetics used to determine electrogenic processes associated with Qo-site turnover. The change at 503 nm is the due to electrochromic response
of carotenoids to the electric ﬁeld generated across the membrane by electron transfer from the Qo- to the Qi-site, and accompanying H+ displacements. The change due to reaction
center, seen as the only contribution in the presence of myxothiazol, was subtracted.
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(50% reduced). In the strain with wildtype bc1 complex, this approach
yields a bell-shaped curve for the rate of the bifurcated reaction, ﬁt by
two [79] or three [55,80] pK values, the highest of which (pK~9.5)6 7 8 9
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Fig. 5. The dependence of partial processes on pH. Partial processes were assayed as
shown in Figs. 2 and 3, under the conditions of Fig. 2, except for the substitution for
50 mM MOPS of the following buffers: pH 6.0 and 6.5, 50 mM MES; pH 7.5, 50 mM
HEPES; pH 8.0 or 8.5, 50 mM EPPS; and pH 9.0 or 9.5, 50 mM CHES.gave the falling edge at high pH. We have interpreted the curve as
reﬂecting contributions of the pK values of ISP to stability of the
ES1-complex [7,8,62]; the rising edge of the bell shape is related to
pKox1 (but displaced by the afﬁnity of QH2 for ISPox), and the falling
edge to pKox2, of the histidine ligands to the [2Fe-2S] cluster in the ISPox
state [62,80,81]. This behavior was replaced in the E295 mutant strains
tested (E295G, Q, K, and W) by a simpler behavior. There was little pH
dependency in the range below pH 7.5, but a strong increase in rate
developed over the range above pH 8.0, well described by a single
pK~8.5 (Fig. 5). The degree of inhibition compared to the wildtype
varied over the range tested. In the lower pH range, where the degree
of inhibition was highest, it varied with the rise of the bell-shaped
curve, but over the higher range where the bell-shaped curve was
falling and the curve for themutants was rising, the degree of inhibition
was smaller. A similarmodiﬁed pH dependencewas previously noted in
Rb. capsulatus [56] and in mitochondrial complexes [55,82]. The disap-
pearance of the behavior associated with the pK values of ISPox, and
the identity of the group conferring the simpler dependence on a single
pK, are discussed extensively below (Section 4.6).
3.3. Effects of mutation of Glu-295 on the binding afﬁnity of quinol at the
Qo-site
Using the above protocols, we have measured the ﬂuxes associated
with different partial processes as a function of [QH2], varied by chang-
ing the ambient redox potential, Eh, and of pH. All mutants tested
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increased on reduction of the pool seen in wildtype, as expected from
Michaelis–Menten considerations, and followed the same pattern as
in wildtype. The change in rate with [QH2] was analyzed either using
conventional approaches to give apparent Km and Vmax values [35], or
in terms of relative afﬁnity of Q and QH2 for the Qo-site ([8], and see
Section 4.6), and both parameters could then be determined as a func-
tion of pH to look for any dependency of afﬁnities in formation of the
ES1-complex, which might reﬂect a role for dissociation of essential
residues (Fig. 6A,B). Because bypass ﬂuxes are not readily determined
frommeasurement of electrogenic processes, studies of pH dependence
were restricted to the range ≤pH 8.
The dependence of rate on degree of reduction of the quinone pool
reﬂects the saturation of the ES1-complex by QH2, which in this system
is maximal a few hundred μs after generation of the substrates on ﬂash
activation. When normalized to [bc1 complex], the rate gives the frac-
tion of centers in the ES1 form. The curve of maximal rate as a function
of Eh is then a titration of maximal occupancy of the ES1-complex, [ES1].
The mid-point potential for formation of ES1, EmES, is shown as a function
of pH for the wildtype and E295 mutants in Fig. 6A. The mid-point
potentials (taken from themidpoint of the plot of the rate of QH2 oxida-
tion, estimated from heme bH reduction, as a function of Eh) were
estimated by ﬁtting the titration curve to the Nernst equation for a
redox couplewith n=2, appropriate to the Q/QH2 couple. The apparent
association constant, KQH2, for quinol binding on formation of the0.02
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Fig. 6. Dependence on pH of ES1-complex formation. A. Apparent Em for formation of the
ES1-complex assayed from the dependence of rate on Eh. The rate of QH2 oxidation,
assayed through the rate of heme bH reduction in the presence of antimycin, was mea-
sured as the quinone pool was reduced by lowering the ambient redox potential, Eh.
Since rate is proportional to [ES], the mid-point of the titration give EmES. The Em values
for wildtype and all mutants were displaced from that of the pool by ~30 mV, but all
showed the same pH dependence. B. Dependence on pH of Km for QH2. The same data
could be used to calculate Km values for QH2 for each strain tested, plotted here as a func-
tion of pH (see Materials and methods section).ES-complex can then be calculated from ΔEmES–free using Eq. (7) [8]. As
seen in Fig. 6A, the ES1-complex mid-point potentials for the wildtype
and E295G, K, W, and Q mutants were not very different over the
range pH 6.0–8.0, and followed the slope for titration of quinone free
in the pool, displaced by the difference in value between EmES and Emfree.
From this, the mutations did not have any large effect on the apparent
KQH2 of the ES-complex. For the E295K andQmutants,mid-point poten-
tials for the ES-complex were, respectively, slightly higher and lower
than the wildtype over this pH range, and complemented the trend
seen for Km. However, within the error of themeasurements, the differ-
ence from the wildtype was marginal.
Previous kinetic data on E295 mutants showed an apparent Km for
QH2 up to 2.5-fold higher in E295D and E295G than in the wildtype
[24,55,82]. The increasewas interpreted as showing aweak contribution
from an H-bond between E295 and QH2 to the binding on formation of
ES1. However, the structures show variation in the conﬁguration of the
glutamate with different distal domain inhibitors [1,23,83,84]. In the
present work (Fig. 6B), changes in apparent Km for the E295G, W, K,
and Q mutants compared to the wildtype were also small, but in the
E295WandK, were in the opposite direction to that previously reported
for E295G. Only minor variations were observed over the pH range
assayed. In view of the approximations involved in deriving a value
for membrane concentration of ubiquinol, and the variation between
chromatophore preparations in the stoichiometric parameters involved,
we consider theweak variation in values for Km as a function of pH to be
of less signiﬁcance than the lack of any major pH dependence of this
parameter over the range shown.
3.4. SQ formed at the Qo-site on addition of QH2 to the oxidized complex
Published values for SQ occupancy of the Qo-site are conﬂicting, and
no data for E295 mutants has been reported. We have used protocols
similar to those reported in [30,32]. Our results are consistent with
those of Cape et al. [30]; Fig. 7 shows the SQ signals after correction
for the ascochlorin insensitive component (ascochlorin occupies the
distal domain of theQo-site [84], and is expected to displace all other oc-
cupants). The yields of SQ were similar in the wildtype and E295W
(though higher in the latter), and at the high endof the range previously
reported. Although the subtracted spectra are somewhat noisy, the
g-values (2.0061 in the wildtype and 2.0058 in E295W) were, within
the accuracy of the noise, similar to those determined in [30], where
chemically generate Q•− had g=2.0056. Our line-widths, however,
were both wider (24 in the wildtype and 18 in the E295W), perhaps
because of some contaminating background signal that was not
subtracted. Our attempts to measure SQ on illumination of chromato-
phores [32] were inconclusive. When the delay before the measure-
ment was short enough to leave a substantial driving force in the
high-potential chain, the EPR signal due to residual P+ swamped the
SQ signal, as might be expected from the kinetics of decay of the optical
signal for P+ at 542 nm in Figs. 2 and 3, making accurate determination
of occupancy difﬁcult.
3.5. Redox properties of the hemes in wildtype and E295G mutant
The E295G mutant was chosen as an example to test if mutation
caused any large changes in the thermodynamic or spectral properties
of the b-hemes. The most probable effects would come from loss of the
charge of the glutamate side chain, and from changes in packing at the
Qo-site, and this mutant might be expected to show both effects. Ther-
modynamic characteristics were determined by full-spectrum redox
titration over the wavelength range 520–580 nm. Redox potentials of
cyt bL, bH, and c1 hemes of the E295G mutant at pH 7.0 (Em.7 (heme
bL)=−90 mV; Em.7 (heme bH)=40 mV; Em.7 (heme c1)=270 mV;
Em.7 (cyt b150)=150 mV (due to SQ:bH heme interactions (2)), and
Em.7 (cyt c2)=340 mV) were not signiﬁcantly different from those of
wildtype strain, and the spectra were essentially the same. A more
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Fig. 7. SQoccupancy at theQo-site inwildtype and E295Wmutant. The green curve shows
the CW-EPR derivative spectrum of the Qo-site SQ, obtained by subtraction of the signal
when ascochlorin was added to the reaction mixture so as to remove components not
associated with Qo-site turnover. The blue curve shows the result of a ﬁrst integration
(to generate the absorbance spectrum), and the red curve a second integration to deter-
mine the occupancy, shown by the right-hand scale. Antimycin was present in all exper-
iments to eliminate contributions from the Qi-site SQ. See Materials and methods section
for details.
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(E295V, K) [56] found no signiﬁcant change with respect to wildtype
in thermodynamic properties determined over a wider pH range
(pH 5–10).
4. Discussion
The hypothesis tested was ﬁrst proposed in a simple and explicit
form 13 years ago (24). It had suggested direct roles for E295 in H+
exit and generation of the Q•− as substrate for the electron transfer
step, and an indirect role in facilitating SQ migration in the site to en-
hance the rate. All were essential, so inhibition of the overall process
could have been attributed to inhibition of any step. Critical points
supported by our new data can be summarized as follows. E295 cer-
tainly plays an important role in oxidation of SQ. The SQ is formed,
and its oxidation is inhibited in E295 mutants. At high pH in the
antimycin-inhibited wildtype, the SQ was in the dissociated form
(30). From the hypothesis, this is the form fromwhich electron transfer
occurs. The SQ detected in the wildtype is generated only after heme bL
has become reduced, and therefore unable to act as acceptor of the elec-
tron from SQ. As a consequence, no additional information about the
electron transfer step could be obtained. However, in the E295W, theSQ is formed with heme bL mainly in the oxidized form. In this case,
the SQ is likely constrained to the distal domain, and the terms needed
to derive directly a value for the rate constant for oxidation of the
semiquinone from this domain, are the rate of electron transfer to the
b-heme chain and the occupancy measured. The value determined,
103 s−1, is ~1000-fold lower than that calculated on the basis of dis-
tance. Our data on binding of Q and QH2 show essentially the same
values in the E295 mutants as in wildtype over the pH range 6–8,
suggesting that one feature of the original hypothesis, – weak involve-
ment of E295 in stabilization of the ES1 complex, –must be revised.
We address the question of dissociation state of SQ in E295W,which
requires speculation based on incomplete information. The data show
unambiguously that in the more crippled strains the rate of electron
transfer increased with an apparent pK~8.5. Since the SQ spectrum is
similar in the E295W and wildtype in our experiments, the most eco-
nomical hypothesis is that the increase reﬂects an increase in [SQ] due
stabilization of the Q•− form as the pH is raised above the pK for this
dissociation. If this is so, then the inhibition observed in the more
crippled E295 mutants must reﬂect a stronger effect on the electron
transfer than on the proton exit. In the following sections we discuss
these points in greater detail.
4.1. Involvement of E295 in different partial processes
Earlierwork [24,26] showed thatmutation of E295 in Rb. sphaeroides
to D, Q, and G caused substantial inhibition of the rate of quinol oxida-
tion at the Qo-site, suggesting a mechanistic involvement in the reac-
tion; resistance to stigmatellin inhibition, and a slight increase in the
Km for QH2 suggested a role in substrate binding. However, a normal
gx=1.80 EPR signal associated with EP-complex between ubiquinone,
Q, and ISPH was seen for all the mutants, indicating that binding of Q
at the distal site was not perturbed [26,56]. These results supported
the suggestion that different domains of the Qo-site might be of impor-
tance in catalysis for the two partial reactions delivering electrons
to the high and low potential chains, with the proximal domain and
the -PEWY-glutamate involved in the second electron transfer. More
recent work [9,36] on these and other E295 mutants has shown that
bypass rates in such strains were similar to those seen in the wildtype
assayed under antimycin inhibition [9], suggesting that SQ occupancy
in the mutants was also similar under these conditions. In the more
crippled mutants (Qo-site turnover ~1% of the wildtype rate), the
bypass rates were in the same range as the residual bifurcated reaction
assayed through heme bH reduction, when measured in the neutral pH
range. Where tested, these results are conﬁrmed under more rigorous
conditions in the present work, but the role in substrate binding is
shown to be unimportant.
4.2. The equilibria of the bifurcated reaction
In the wildtype, the Qo-site reaction is controlled by the thermo-
dynamic parameters of the modiﬁed Q-cycle, as seen in the equilibria
measured for the reactants involved [3,6]. These reﬂect three features
of the reaction: (i) the rate-limiting ﬁrst electron transfer; (ii) rapid
equilibration in both high and low-potential chains, reﬂecting the
much more rapid rates for other partial processes; and (iii) the equi-
librium constant for the bifurcated reaction. Despite the substantial
inhibition in the low potential chain, the equilibria between hemes
appeared to be controlled by the same values in the E295 mutants.
For the oxidation of QH2, the overall poise is determined by Keq=
exp(F/RT(ELo′+EHo′−2EQ/QH2
o′ )), where subscripts L and H indicate
acceptors in the low and high potential chains [59]. For the ﬁrst QH2
oxidized, the acceptors are heme bH (Eo′~40 mV at pH 7) and (predom-
inantly) ISPox (Eo′~300 mV), andwith Q/QH2 poised at Eo′~90 mV, Keq1
has a value of ~500. For the second QH2, since the two more
favorable acceptors have been consumed, the acceptors are heme
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Keq2 then has a value ~1.
In chromatophores isolated from strains with wildtype photosyn-
thetic chains grownunder standard conditions, there are approximately
2 RC/bc1 complex [3]. When QH2 is available in the pool and the
antimycin-inhibited reaction is initiated by oxidation of the high poten-
tial chain through ﬂash activation of the RC, the kinetics of QH2 oxida-
tion in the ﬁrst turnover lead to the reduction of 1 heme bH per
monomer. Little if any reduction of heme bL is seen because the poise
of reactants for the oxidation of the second QH2 comes up against the
low value for Keq2. On subsequent ﬂashes, heme bL goes reduced as
ferroheme bH accumulates, because the driving force is pumped up by
reoxidation of the high potential chain. In the high-potential chain,
the oxidizing equivalents from 2P+ migrate initially to heme c1 and
ISP, which then get reduced by QH2 via the bifurcated reaction. The
observed rate of reduction of heme c1 is slower than the rate of heme
bH reduction because the electron from the ﬁrst turnover re-reduces
preferentially the invisible ISPox [72]. For the same reason, the ampli-
tude of re-reduction of heme c1 after one turnover of the Qo-site
(assayed ~10 ms after the ﬁrst ﬂash) is partial, because the oxidizing
equivalent left is shared between ISP and heme c1. These properties
were of critical importance in allowing a distinction between the mod-
iﬁed Q-cycle [3,6,85] and other variants current at the time, including
Mitchell's original version [4,5].
A kinetic pattern similar to that on the ﬁrst ﬂash, – full reduction
of heme bH, and partial reduction (~50%, depending on pH) of heme
c1, – is seen on reduction of isolated oxidized complex by decyl-UQ
in the presence of antimycin [31,53,86–88], and is well accounted
for by the modiﬁed Q-cycle through consideration of the constraints
discussed above. However, in experiments with the mitochondrial
complex, the behavior has recently been interpreted differently. An
ingenious mechanism proposed by Trumpower and colleagues
[31,53,86–88] borrows the bifurcated reaction from the Q-cycle, but
introduces control by an unspeciﬁed mechanism that operates within
the dimer to limit Qo-site activity to only one of the two monomers,
giving a half-of-sites functionality. To explain the poise of reactants
discussed above, it is then necessary to postulate that the active Qo-site
can access its own high potential chain, but both low potential chains
through inter-monomer electron transfer at the level of heme bL. To ac-
count for the monotonic reduction of heme bH observed, the rate of
inter-monomer electron transfer would necessarily be more rapid
than the rate-limiting step (the ﬁrst electron transfer), since successive
turnovers of the active Qo-site would reduce ﬁrst one, then the other
heme bH, and a slower rate for the inter-monomer transfer would lead
to separation of the kinetics into distinguishable phases. Furthermore,
since both electrons go to heme bH centers, the equilibrium constants
determining poise from this mechanism would differ from those of
the Q-cycle; successive turnovers of the active Qo-site would have
heme bH acceptors with similar Em, and reactions with similar high
equilibrium constants.
The half-of-sites mechanism has received strong support from
three studies in which molecular engineering in bacteria had been
used to construct systems allowing expression of heterodimeric bc1
complexes in which differential mutations in the two copies of cyt b
enforced inter-monomer electron transfer [53,54,89]. These showed
the rapid kinetics seen in the wildtype. In our attempts to reproduce
such a heterodimeric expression system, we could measure the rapid
kinetics previously interpreted as showing inter-monomer electron
transfer, but showed that these were accounted for by cross-over re-
combination at the DNA level to reconstruct the wildtype homodimer
from the heterodimeric construct [90]. We demonstrated that strains
in which the heterodimeric constructs enforced an inter-monomer
path could not compete with monomeric function. Although this
problem had not been discussed in the earlier papers, in subsequent
papers [91,92] two groups acknowledged that recombination occurred
with high frequency in their systems, and addressed the questionin greater detail. In a more recent paper [93], the rates reported in iso-
lated heterodimeric complexes constructed so as to enforce the inter-
monomer path were b10% those measured in similar constructs with
the wildtype sequence, — much too slow to be commensurate with
the original claims, or with a half-of-sitesmechanism. The results previ-
ously claimed seem better explained by the same reconstruction of a
wildtype operon by the crossover recombination we demonstrated,
and by operation of the wildtype monomeric mechanism. Although
some slow ﬂux between monomers may well occur, the major ﬂux is
clearly carried by amonomeric functionality, and the remaining discus-
sion will be framed in these terms.
4.3. Parameters determining the degree of inhibition at the Qo-site
In turnover of the Qo-site, the rate measured in situ in chromato-
phores (~760 QH2/bc1/s at pH 7.0 at 25 °C, with maximal rate
~103 s−1 at pH 8.0) is that of the limiting reaction, - the ﬁrst electron
transfer from QH2 to ISPox. In E295 mutant strains tested, the overall
rate decreased by between 13 and 160-fold compared to wildtype
(maximal rate for E295D mutant was ~59 s−1 at pH 9.0; minimal for
E295W mutant was ~4.79 s−1 in the range pH 6–7). Although this is a
substantial inhibition, representation of the degree of inhibition with
respect to turnover in the wildtype can be misleading because the
intrinsic rate of the second step in the wildtype is necessarily faster
than the limiting rate, and a true measure of inhibition would take
account of this. To get a better understanding of the true degree of
inhibition, it is necessary to refer the inhibited rates to the operational
k2
cat for the 2nd electron transfer under conditions of maximal ﬂux. In
principle, k2cat can be calculated from the observed rate and the occu-
pancy of SQ, using v=k2cat [SQ·bLox], but requires a value for the SQ occu-
pancy. As previously noted [10,72], useful constraints for the wildtype
can be established directly from measurements of lag-phases
[10,38,72,94,95]; the rate of formation of intermediate states of the
second stepwould be limited by the rate of the ﬁrst step, and any signif-
icant population of such a statewould give rise to a delay in electron de-
livery to the terminal acceptor (heme bH in antimycin-inhibited
chromatophores). Observed lags are in the range 20–30 μs [38,72,95]
and give a maximal value for combined occupancy of intermediate
states (formation of SQ and ferroheme bL) as ~0.02 SQ/Qo-site. In a tech-
nical tour-de-force, Zhu et al. [38] using rapid-mix freeze-quench and
EPR to assay the reactants, failed to detect any SQ attributable to the
bifurcated reaction under conditions in which acceptors were available
in both chains. Although the authors concluded that no SQ was in-
volved, a more realistic interpretation [10] is that the detection limit
was not sufﬁcient to see either SQ, or differences in the ISPH and
heme bL kinetics, in the range expected (see kinetic model below).
Cape et al. [30] detected no SQ under aerobic conditions, and since the
Zhu et al. [38] work was under such conditions, the failure to detect
SQ could alternatively be explained on that basis. However, since their
time resolution was sub-millisecond, it seems likely that they would
have seen the SQ if it had been formed at measureable occupancy, so
their experiment provides a useful constraint. Estimates of occupancy
under conditions in which SQ might be expected to accumulate also
show some discrepancy. Cape et al. [30] reported values in the range
0.01–0.1 (measured at pH 8 under anaerobic conditions), and Zhang
et al. [32] reported values ≤0.01, measured at pH~9, where the SQ
stability is expected to be maximal.
The driving force available in the Cape et al. [30] experiments, in
which decyl-QH2 was added to the oxidized complex, should have
been limited by thermodynamic constraints intrinsic to the Q-cycle [3]
discussed above (Section 4.2). On addition of QH2 to the oxidized com-
plex, the Qo-site has to undergo at least one turnover, in a reaction with
Keq1~500 (see Section 4.2 for derivation of Keq values), leading to the
consumption of the two favorable acceptors, before any SQ could be
expected to accumulate. The second turnoverwould then reach equilib-
rium with heme bL and heme c1 in a reaction with Keq2~1, and in the
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largely oxidized [32,53]. The detection of SQ in [30]was therefore some-
what surprising. It seems likely that some additional oxidant was avail-
able to pull the reaction further over. Our own data (Fig. 7) show
occupancies at the high end of their range under conditions in which
an excess of oxidized cyt c was provided, supporting this speculation,
and providing ﬁrmer data for calculation of values for kinetic
parameters.
In the experiments of Zhang et al. [32,37], the bc1 complex was mu-
tated to remove heme bH, so that SQ might be expected to form as the
second QH2 was oxidized. The poise of the Qo-site reaction, measured
in chromatophores, was pushed towards products by pumping up the
driving force using a group of ﬂashes to re-oxidize the high potential
chain while the Q pool was still substantially reduced. The occupancy
under these forcing conditions would be expected to be much higher
than that in [30], but the measured value was lower. Zhang et al.
[32,37] framed their discussion in terms of the stability constant, KS, for
the SQ formation, and estimated a value for KS in the range 10−14 to
10−15. The rationale was to ﬁnd the difference in poise for the two SQ
couples appropriate to the difference in redox potential between the
high and low potentials chains under the conditions of experiment, esti-
mated to be ~800 mV from the poise of reactants. The poise can be
expressed in terms of ΔE′ values (see below), but they used the relation
between the Em values and stability constant to calculate KS. Since at
maximal yield from disproportionation (the peak of the bell-shaped
curve of a redox titration), SQ½ ≈
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
0:25KS
p
, one might expect an occu-
pancy in the range ~4×10−7 under these conditions, much lower than
the value they reported, or that from the Cape et al. [30] experiment.
Use of KS in the context of the Qo-site reaction is confusing because the
process in which the SQ is formed and consumed physiologically is not
a disproportionation, but is given by Eqs. (2)–(6a, 6b) (see Fig. 1 legend),
and it is these equations that should be used. At the low ﬂux of the
inhibited systems, the two SQ couples would likely be poised close to
equilibrium with the high (highPC) and low (lowPC) potential chains,
with E′SQ/QH2~E′highPC, and E′Q/SQ~E′lowPC, but through Eqs. (2)–(6a,6b),
so that
ΔE′SQ=QH2−Q=SQ ¼ ΔE′oSQ=QH2−Q=SQ þ
RT
F
ln
SQ½ 2
Q½  QH2½ 
ð9Þ
might be thought of as the driving force for SQ formation. TheΔE′ values
after a group ofﬂashes can be obtained directly from spectrophotometric
data like those of Figs. 2 and 3. From simple mass-action considerations,
the [SQ] in Eq. (2)would increase as E′highPC increased, and [SQ] in Eq. (3)
would increase as E′lowPC decreased, leading to high occupancy at high
driving force. (Note however that in the more crippled strains, the low
potential chain had not yet reached equilibrium after six ﬂashes
(Fig. 3), and the occupancy of SQ would have been higher immediately
after the ﬂash than when equilibrium with heme bL was eventually
achieved.) The parameter of interest is the displacement from equilibri-
um represented by Eq. (9); in effect ΔESQ/QH2−Q/SQ′o has the same form
as −RT
F
lnKS, but here represents −
RT
F
lnKeq for Eq. (9). In deriving
values, the driving force ~800 mV (Fig. 2B) immediately after a group
of ﬂashes, when most RCs are in the P+ form, would be appropriate for
calculation of occupancy. However, the EPR spectra in [32] showed no
signiﬁcant P+ in the sample assayed 1–3 s after illumination, so the
driving force must have decayed substantially by the time of measure-
ment. From Figs. 2B and 3B (under similar conditions), at 1 s after illumi-
nation, P+ had decayed to b10%, the c-hemes were >70% reduced, and
heme bL >70% oxidized, so the value of ~800 mV is clearlywrong for dis-
cussion of their results; a value ~400 mVwould seemmore appropriate
(cf. ΔE′ curve in Fig. 2B). The SQ occupancy expected from Eqs. (2) and
(3), would then be much lower than immediately after the last ﬂash,
which is in accord with the relatively low occupancy they found. In our
own hands, all attempts to measure SQ occupancy of the Qo-site inchromatophores under conditions of high driving force (samples frozen
b50 ms after illumination by a group of ﬂashes) led to EPR spectra in
which the g~2.005 region was dominated by P+, precluding an accurate
estimation of SQ. Despite differences in power saturation, we were not
able to resolve the two signals satisfactorily (not shown).
4.3.1. The importance of E295 in mechanism
The Qo-site reactions in Glu-295 mutants were also studied by
Osyczka et al. [56] in chromatophores from Rb. capsulatus. They mea-
sured rates similar to those reported in our earlier study [24] and
here. However, they chose to interpret their results in terms of the resil-
ience of the Qo-site, with glutamate as a nonessential and replaceable
component of the reaction. They based their conclusion on the fact
that, when expressed in terms of observed rates, the degree of inhibi-
tion even in the slowest mutants was never complete, and, in their
E295H strain at high pH, approached ~50% of the wildtype rates. Their
interpretation of an unimportant role was biased by use of the rate of
the limiting ﬁrst electron transfer as the reference state in determina-
tion of the degree of inhibition. As discussed above (Section 4.3), the in-
hibition ismuchmore dramaticwhen compared to the rate constant for
the second electron transfer, so their choice led them to underestimated
the importance of E295.
Wentz et al. [55,96] and Seddiki et al. [82] exploredmutations at this
site (E272) in the yeast mitochondrial complex. A feature of their stud-
ieswas an evenmoremodest degree of inhibition in glutamatemutants
compared to wildtype. The difference between their observations and
ours comes not from the rates observed in the mutant strains, which
were similar, but from comparison of these with different rates for
the wildtype. In the present work, we measured Qo-site turnover
(~103 s−1 at pH 8) (Fig. 5) with the complex in its native membrane
and the native Q-10 reacting from the lipid phase. In the studies with
the yeast complex, the activity in wildtype was ~10-fold slower
(75 s−1 [82], 52 s−1 [55], or 120 s−1 [95])when assayed in the isolated
protein through steady-state cyt c reductase activity using decyl-QH2 as
substrate. Even slower steady-state rates have been reported in bacteri-
al complexes when determined using the detergent solubilized enzyme
in a similar assay (cf. [54,97,98]). However, when a single turnover of
the bacterial enzyme was measured in similar preparations through
photoactivation of the high potential chain, rates of heme bH reduction
and heme c1 re-reduction were comparable to those seen in situ [95],
showing that the pathways for Qo-site catalysis within the enzyme
were not impaired by detergent isolation. Likely these rapid rates
reﬂected the single turnover using bound (Q-2)H2, initially present at
concentration saturating occupancy of the ES1-complex. Possibly, the
steady-state ﬂux was limited by the rate of exchange of decyl-Q (or
Q-2) couples, partitioned between separate micellar phases in the
detergent solubilized mix.
As discussed at length above, any observable inhibition likely repre-
sents a loss of activity in the second step, which then becomes the lim-
iting process, reﬂecting minimally a 100-fold inhibition with respect
to the effective k2cat. The inhibition is always substantial and reﬂects an
important role of Glu-295 in catalysis. The fact that inhibition is never
complete is intrinsic to the mechanism proposed, and reﬂects bypass
reactions and the residual rate of the bifurcated reaction on accumula-
tion of SQ.
4.4. Semiquinone occupancy at the Qo-site under forward and under
forcing conditions
In our experiments under conditions similar to those of Cape et al.
[30], the occupancy was at the higher end of the range they reported.
The value expected under normal forward chemistry (with acceptors
available in both chains) would, of course, be much lower than under
these forcing conditions and likely too low for direct measurement
(cf. [32]). In the following discussion we will assume initially an occu-
pancy of 0.01SQ/Qo-site, consistent with the limits from kinetic data,
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ing conditions. We will then use the SQ occupancy we measured to
estimate an empirical value for the rate constant for oxidation of SQ
in the distal domain by heme bL, and from this derive other thermo-
dynamic and kinetic parameters.
For electron transfer usingparametersλ=0.7 V, andΔGo′=−0.1 V,
assuming aMarcus treatment of the Arrhenius term [10,99], and the de-
pendence of intrinsic rate constant on distance [100], the 11.5 Å for an
edge-to-edge distance from an occupant of the distal domain to heme
bL gives a value for k2dcat of ~106 s−1, and for the 6.5 Å from the proximal
position gives k2pcat~109 s−1, values similar to those used in previous dis-
cussions [7,9,44,101,102]. How reasonable are these values? The maxi-
mal rate measured in uninhibited chromatophores (~103 e−/bc1/s−1
at pH 8), is determined by the rate constant for theﬁrst electron transfer
with a saturated ES1-complex (occupancy ~1). Tomatch this rate for the
second electron transfer using occupancy of 0.01, a minimal value for
k2
cat would have to be in the range 105 s−1, compatible with the value
derived from distance. Given the uncertainty of occupancy values from
earlier experiments, a simple mechanism in which the SQ could donate
electrons to heme bL from the distal domain could not be excluded [44].
However, three factors make this naïve scenario questionable: (i) the
reaction is certainly not a simple electron transfer, (ii) the occupancy
under uninhibited ﬂux must be much lower than the value under
inhibited conditions, so likely the value used in the example above is
an overestimate, and (iii) the intrinsic rate of removal of SQ would
have to substantially exceed the rate of generation in order to account
for the pattern of dependence on driving force inmutants; the full effect
from changes in Em for ISP [62] is as expected fromMarcus theory if the
ﬁrst electron transfer is limiting, and the lack of any consistent effect
from changes in Em for heme bL on the overall rate (for example,
enhanced rate when Em of heme bL is raised) is consistent with a
much faster intrinsic rate for the second electron transfer [103]. Assum-
ing a factor of ten for each of these last two points, we would need a
value k2cat>107 s−1, raising the question of consistency with mecha-
nisms based on electron transfer from the distal domain using the
value suggested by the distance.
When similar considerations are applied to the E295 mutants, the
naïve treatment of rate constant becomes more obviously ﬂawed. An
important technical point to note is that, because rates in the E295
mutants are so slow, they can be measured at a time, b50 ms, corre-
sponding to that atwhich SQ is sampled.With t½~100 ms,most centers
would still have heme bL oxidized, so that an empirical rate constant for
the bifurcated reaction could be determined directly. For the bulky
sidechains (E295Q and E295W), the SQ would likely be constrained to
the distal domain, and SQ occupancy would likely approach the maxi-
mal value allowed by the equilibrium constant for the ﬁrst electron
transfer, K1, and by driving force. Measurement of occupancy for SQ in
E295W therefore provides, for the ﬁrst time, an empirical value for
the rate constant of the bifurcated reaction. Using values measured at
pH ~8.5, and by substitution in v=k2([SQ·bLox] we get a value for k2dcat
of ~103 s−1, which is 3-orders of magnitude smaller than the value
calculated from distance. We use approximate values ([SQ] in the
range 0.05–0.1/Qo-site, rate ~60 e−/s/bc1 seenwith E295Q in Fig. 4) be-
causewe recognize that occupanciesmight vary in different strains, and
because in E295W the bulk of the tryptophan might lead to artiﬁcial
displacements in the site leading to lower rates than for more native
side chains. As a consequence, the rate constant calculated is higher
than if we had used rates derived from E295W data.
One clear conclusion is that the rate constant calculated from dis-
tance is inappropriate for the reaction under these conditions. Factors
other than distance must come into play. Given the complexity of the
second electron transfer step, it is perhaps not surprising that other
parameters might modulate the rate. It will also be obvious that if
the value for k2dcat (~103 s−1 from the distal domain) is also appropri-
ate in wildtype, and SQ was restricted to the distal domain, then no
occupancy consistent with the measured lag phases could also beconsistent with the observed uninhibited rate. Use of the same rate
constant from the distal domain in the wildtype and E295 mutants
is the most economical hypothesis, and is supported by the kinetic
model (Section 4.9), and by the fact that bypass rates are similar in
all strains, but the impact of this conclusion depends on whether or
not the reactants are the same, and hence on the dissociation state
of SQ, discussed further below.
While the rate constant calculated from distance is clearly inappro-
priate for transfer from the distal domain, if SQ were to move close to
heme bL, the reaction might be a simple electron transfer, and the
value expected from distance (k2pcat~109 s−1 for 6.5 Å) would then be
appropriate, representing a maximal operational value. Any observable
inhibition of the bifurcated reaction (as in the E295mutants)must indi-
cate a rate less than the limiting ﬁrst step (~103 s−1), and (since occu-
pancy is low) a substantial inhibition, but a realistic kinetic model and
justiﬁable constraints are needed to estimate a degree of inhibition
with respect to an operational k2cat.
Knowledge of the occupancy for SQ also allows us to use the equi-
libria in the two chains to provide an estimate of the potentials of the
two couples, and of equilibrium constants for the two steps of the
bifurcated reaction. Recognizing that in the inhibited system, after six
ﬂashes the reactions in the two chains come close to equilibrium, and
using E′SQ/QH2~E′highPC, E′Q/SQ~E′lowPC, and
ΔG′overal ¼−F E′ISP þ E′hemebL
 
−2E′Q=QH2
n o
ð10Þ
for the Qo-site reaction, taking values from the experimental Eh and the
kinetic traces, and E′Q/QH2~90 mV (for the Q-pool), we get E′SQ/QH2
~500 mV, and E′Q/SQ~−320 mV. Then, using E′ ¼ Em þ 59 log10
SQ
QH2
(with [SQ]~0.06),weget Em SQ/QH2~570 mV, and an equilibriumconstant
for the ﬁrst electron transfer, K1~10−4.5~0.00003.With the Q-pool as ref-
erence, Em Q/SQ is then ~−390 mV, K2 ~105, and the overall equilibrium
constant, Koverall~3.5, — the same value as obtained directly from ΔG′o
on substitution of Em values in Eq. (10). Formation of ES1 showed a mid-
point, EmES, displaced from that of the pool by ~30 mV (Fig. 6A), so discus-
sion with respect to that as starting state (the conﬁguration used in the
kinetic model of Section 4.9), requires consideration of the ~10-fold dis-
placement in favor of QH2 binding indicated by this ΔEm. These values
are used in the kinetic model discussed below (Section 4.9).
4.5. Involvement of Glu-295 in transfer of the second electron and proton
Since, from the discussion above, the rate constant from the distal
domain would give a rate >100 times too slow, movement of SQ to
allow migration closer to heme bL, facilitated by rotational displace-
ment of the E295 sidechain, becomes an attractive possibility [24].
This opens the question of whether the inhibition observed involves
the direct role in proton exit, or the indirect role in facilitation of
electron transfer. What conclusions about the behavior can be
drawn from particular mutants? Several properties of the glutamate
side chain might be expected to be of importance, - the acidic nature,
polarity, length, bulk, mobility, etc. The role in proton exit has been
supported by studies of the role of E295 in Zn-inhibition, which likely
involves participation of groups that otherwise stabilize the water
chain [52]. However, exploration of this role, and of any role E295
may play in gating [9,10], must be approached indirectly, since no
such intermediate states have been directly observed. The E295D
mutant has an acidic side chain, shorter by 1 –CH2 than the wildtype,
and shows the least perturbation of behavior. E295G is next in line,
and has no side-chain. All the other mutants are more severely crip-
pled, including E295Q, which shares all characteristics of glutamate
except the acidic nature. From the differences, we can infer that the
acidic property is most important, that the length of the native side
chain is required for maximal rate, and that, absent the carboxylate
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small one. We discuss these roles more fully in the following
paragraphs.
4.6. Contribution of Glu-295 to the afﬁnity of QH2 at the Qo-site
Although mutation of Glu-295 had a dramatic effect on the overall
rate of QH2 oxidation, it is unlikely that the inhibition had any major
direct effect on rate constants for the ﬁrst electron transfer. We would
expect to see an effect on Km if glutamate stabilized the ES1-complex.
In stigmatellin-containing structures, the E295 carboxylate forms a
H-bond with an –OH group of the inhibitor, and this feature was
incorporated into early models of the ES1-complex, leading to an ex-
pectation that E295 would contribute to the afﬁnity of the site for
QH2. Indeed, in earlier work, a ~2-fold increase in Km was measured,
in the expected direction [24]. In the present work, the changes in
binding afﬁnity of QH2 in the Glu-295 mutants compared to wildtype
were also small, but there was no consistent pattern to the sign of
change; — Km increased in some strains but decreased in others.
From this it seems clear that, in agreement with [56,82], the contribu-
tion, if any, of the H-bond to QH2 afﬁnity is too small to explain any
major fraction of the substantial inhibition observed in mutants.
Since the ﬁrst electron transfer is endergonic, the inhibition in
mutants could be readily explained by a reduced rate of removal of
the intermediate SQ. This second step can be dissected into two main
components, - electron transfer and proton transfer. In order to partic-
ipate in proton transfer, the E295 side chainwould have to be in the car-
boxylate form to act as H+ acceptor from QH•. The consistency of this
assumed polarity would depend on the pK values of QH• and E295.
The values in solution might be similar, but pK values in the protein
can vary widely from those measured in an aqueous environment.
The lack of anymajor effect of pH on Km suggests that neither the gluta-
mate nor the quinol has a pK that affects ES1-complex formation in the
pH range (6 to 8) tested. Since the dependence on pH of EmES tracked
that of EmQ−pool, we can also conclude that there was no marked pH
dependence on KQH2, or on relative afﬁnities of Q and QH2 when ISPox
is the partner. It was previously noted in studies of E295 mutations in
Rb. capsulatus [56] that in formation of the gx=1.80 complex, neither
the afﬁnity of Q or QH2 (measured from the Em for the change in EPR
line intensity of the gx=1.80 complex on reduction of the Q-pool),
nor the apparent Em of ISP, were modiﬁed in the mutants. However,
the gx=1.80 complex is an EP-complex, in which the participating
species are Q and ISPH [26,47], and is relevant to ES1 only insofar as
these states are present before ﬂash-excitation (likely in ~60% of
centers at Eh,7~100 mV [72]). The gx=1.80 complex is of no relevance
to the ES2 complex in which QH• is the substrate; none of these results
precludes a role for E295 in liganding the QH• state.
The questionmight be raised as towhy in themutant strainswe ob-
serve a dependence of rate on substrate concentration for QH2, but not
for ISPox, since both are required for formation of the ES1-complex. The
answer lies in how the two values are measured. For each value of EmES,
the dependence of formation of ES1 on [QH2] was measured at ﬁxed
pH. Since the second electron transfer depends on the product of the
ﬁrst, that dependence is reﬂected in the rate measured, although the
second step is limiting. In contrast, dependence of rate on [ISPox]
is assayed by changing pH, and the weak contribution from the ﬁrst
electron transfer in the low pH range is swamped by the much larger
pH dependence of the 2nd electron transfer in the high pH range.
4.7. The role of E295 in the bifurcated reaction, and the pH dependence in
mutant strains
The preceding discussion was framed without reference to the dis-
sociation state of SQ, the parameters calculated all pertain to the general
case, and would be valid for a neutral or anionic SQ. In this section we
discuss the dissociation state of the SQ species observed.4.7.1. Interpretation of the pH dependence of the bifurcated reaction in
E295 mutants
As noted earlier (Sections 1.2 and 3.2), the bell-shaped Brandt–Okun
[79] pH proﬁle of the wildtype Qo-site reaction can be well accounted
for in the range below pH 8 by the involvement of the imidazolate
form of His-152 of ISPox, and the role of the pKox1 of this group in forma-
tion of the ES-complex [8,27,62,104]. The pK values determined from
redox behavior in the isolated ISP, pKox1 ~7.6, pKox2~9.6, can be
assigned unambiguously to His-152 and His-131 respectively [28,105].
The value for the pKapp determined experimentally tracks the value of
pKox1 on mutation of ISP, and since His-152 is the residue involved in
H-bond interactionwithQH2,we can take this as demonstrating a direct
relationship between pKapp and pKox1, and assign the difference in value
(ΔpK~1.1) to the free-energy contributed by this interaction to forma-
tion of the ES1-complex [8] (see Section 1.2 and Eq. (8) for derivation of
ΔpK).
Wentz et al. [55] studied the pH dependence in the E272D and Q
mutants in the yeast complex, and observed loss of a component cor-
responding to a pK ~6.2 from a three pK ﬁt [80] (the slope of the
wildtype curve was shifted to lower pH than in other studies). They
interpreted loss of the pK at ~6.2 as reﬂecting replacement of the glu-
tamate. However, the direct association of pKapp with His-152 of ISPox
makes this explanation implausible [62]. Osyczka et al. [56] also de-
termined the pH dependence of rate in the Rb. capsulatus complex,
and for strains common to the two studies, results were similar to
ours. However, the pH dependence in their less inhibited strains
showed a less dramatic shift in the range below pH 7.5. No simple in-
terpretation or ﬁrm conclusions from their results was offered [56].
In our more severely inhibited E295 mutants, the Brandt-Okun be-
havior was lost, and the pH dependence was relatively weak over the
range pH 6–7.5. Instead, the pH proﬁle showed a steep increase in
rate over the range pH 8–9, where the wildtype shows a decrease in
activity. The pK for the increased rate is in the range ~8.5 ±0.3 for
the four strains tested. Note that the protocol for measurement
means that this pK reﬂects only the bifurcated reaction. Since the
pK~6.5 in wildtype is well explained by the involvement of ISP
His-152 in formation of the ES1 complex, the loss of the pK~6.5 can-
not by attributed to loss of E295 [55]. Rather, it is likely due to loss
of the controlling role for the ﬁrst electron transfer, and its replace-
ment by a limitation in the second electron transfer in the E295 mu-
tants. The ionizing group revealed must be from some partial process
of the second electron transfer step, but could include either the pro-
ton exit or the electron transfer pathway or both. The most obvious
candidate for the dissociable species is the substrate semiquinone,
undergoing dissociation from the neutral to the anionic form. Cape
et al. [30] showed that the SQ detected in wildtype was in the anionic
form. This was based on comparison of line width and g-value of the
Qo-site SQ to species generated chemically, and on ENDOR measure-
ments of proton couplings. Our own spectra for SQ in E295W showed
a similar g-value, but the quality of the signal means that we cannot
claim strong support for an anionic species on this basis alone, and
we have not yet generated samples appropriate for high resolution
studies which would provide a deﬁnitive assignment. Other possible
candidates are protein side chains, but the structures show E295
(lost in the mutants), and His-152 (the ligand from ISP) as the only
dissociable groups within 7 Å of the stigmatellin ring (in PDB ID:
2qjy). E295 mutations with Glu replaced by Gly, Trp, or Gln do not
have pKs, and for Lys the pK would likely be higher, but all showed ti-
trations with the same pK ~8.5. Of the residues in the Zn-binding site
in Rhodobacter bc1 complexes [52], suggested to be associated with
proton exit, only E295 could directly affect SQ by dissociation, since
His-276 at 7.98 Å, Asp-278 at 10.11 Å, are too distant to act as ligands,
and Asn-279 is not dissociable. Although we cannot rule out indirect
effects from this set, the site is not conserved between mitochondrial
and bacterial complexes. Since the proﬁle of pH dependence in the
more crippled strains was similar between yeast bc1 and the bacterial
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are responsible for the pK~8.5.
4.7.2. The pathway inhibited in E295 mutants
In experiments with the isolated complex, a signiﬁcant driving force
would be attained within 50 ms on mixing with QH2. In the kinetic ex-
periments using 6-ﬂash groups, the full driving force (ΔE′ ~800 mV) is
established by 100 ms; equilibration of the high-potential chain with
SQ/QH2 couple should occur on this timescale in the E295 mutants.
However, the rate of electron ﬂowwas still markedly inhibited, despite
the high occupancy of SQ. The inhibition is clearly after formation of SQ,
and before electron transfer to heme bL. Although electrons and protons
likely follow separate pathways in the overall process, both species have
to be removed for net forward ﬂux, and the two ﬂuxes are likely closely
coupled. In which pathway is the inhibition occurring in the E295
mutants? In the mechanism proposed for the wildtype, Q•− is the
immediate electron donor, and the species detected in [30] was unam-
biguously this anionic form. In both wildtype and E295W, the driving
force in our experiments was initially the same, and generated a similar
occupancy. The higher value in E295W could be trivially explained, as
discussed in Section 4.9.1 (see the model kinetics in Fig. 9F), using the
same equilibrium constant. In that case, the same thermodynamic
parameters would have to pertain to the SQ species (see Section 4.8.2
for further discussion). If the species in E295W is also anionic, then
the increase in rate at high pH would be simply explained by the
increase in occupancy of this form, and the electron transfer rate
would not be limited by deprotonation. Inhibition would then have to
be attributed to some other process after formation of Q•−. How does
this relate to the mechanism in wildtype? The SQ is likely formed in
the distal domain and the anionic form is the substrate for electron
transfer, so, if SQ was anionic in both cases, the rate constant from the
distal domain derived from the inhibited rate in mutants would be
appropriate for electron transfer to heme bL from this domain in
wildtype. If so, some additional process has then to be invoked to
account for the uninhibited ﬂux (at much lower SQ occupancy) in the
wildtype. Movement of SQ in the site [24] seems the most natural
candidate, with inhibition of movement as the consequence of muta-
tion. We favor this as the most parsimonious explanation. However,
we recognize that it must remain hypothetical until the pK values and
dissociation state of the SQ species in all the E295 mutants is resolved.
If the SQ is anionic, this need not imply that deprotonation and
proton exit were uninhibited. These processes could be slowed by or-
ders of magnitude, and still be fast enough to populate the Q•− state
so long as the rate of electron transfer was slower still. However, ca-
talysis of deprotonation by E295 in the wildtype would be replaced in
the mutants by a simpler pH dependence and proton equilibration
with the external aqueous phase by less efﬁcient pathways. If SQ
movement was only partially inhibited in other E295 mutants, proton
exit could be the controlling process. In the hypothesis, E295 has
functions in both pathways, inhibition of either would slow both,
and the degree to which either path was inhibited could be similar.
4.8. Scenarios for gating
Osyczka at al. [44] had argued persuasively that the Q-cycle would
be decoupled unless somemechanism prevented short circuit reactions
from occurring, but suggested that “only by eliminating the SQ interme-
diate in a concerted reaction, or by introducing double gating of a SQ
intermediate…” could the mechanism be saved. Since the involvement
of SQ seemed well established, we have preferred the second option.
4.8.1. Empirical rate constants for bypass processes
Muller et al. [77] suggested plausible bypass reactions and subse-
quent discussion (cf. [9,44]) has been framed in this context. Our deter-
mination of SQ occupancy allows calculation of empirical values for rate
constants for these bypass reactions. The main reactions of interest are:(i) electron transfer from SQ to O2 or the high potential chain; and
(ii) the reduction of SQ by heme bL− [77] (reduction of Q by the reversal
of the normal forward reaction is not a bypass process). Since in the
more crippled E295 mutants, rates for bypass reactions are similar to
those for the bifurcated reaction, a value can be derived from the
parameters determined above: vHP=kHP [SQ]∙[2nd reactant] ~5 s−1,
and vLP=kLP[SQ ∙bL−] ~5 s−1. For (i), under aerobic conditions, since
the rate of SO formation saturates at ~10−4 M O2 [77], the value for
kHP would be in the range ~107 M−1 s−1. In the absence of O2, the
local activity of the second reactant (ISPox in an appropriate conﬁgura-
tion), is unknown, so speculation must be limited. For (ii) with heme
bL fully reduced, kLP[SQ] would have to be ~102 s−1, with kLP ~103 s−1
at [SQ] of 0.1, much lower than the value from distance assumed in
the stochastic models (101,102,121). Reduction of either QH• or Q•− to
QH2would necessitate uptake of oneor twoH+, so it is clearly not a sim-
ple electron transfer, and it is unlikely that the distance dependent value
for kLP would be appropriate.
4.8.2. Gating mechanisms
We suggested that bypass reactions of type (ii) could be averted by
minimizing electron transfer between SQ and heme bL when the heme
is reduced, and we proposed a coulombic mechanism to account for
gating [9]. Likely, the electron and proton follow different paths, and
Q•−, the E295 and heme propionate carboxylates, and the heme itself,
all change their charge at different stages of the reaction, so they are all
coulombic ‘dancers’ in this ballet. Given the pH dependence of Em for
heme bL, the oxidation of QH• by heme bL would overall be a neutral pro-
cess. Since charge is conserved, separation of paths for electron and pro-
ton transfer present possibilities for electrostatic interaction during
oxidation of QH•, and offer considerable scope for speculation. Any such
mechanism must depend on details of the electrostatic proﬁle around
the reactants, and on the changes in charge of species during the overall
electron/proton transfer reaction. The ferriheme bL carries a formal posi-
tive charge, which if uncompensated would provide an electrostatic
attractant for the mobile Q∙− postulated in our mechanism, thereby facil-
itating movement to the proximal domain. In this case, the ferroheme
might be neutral, and the coulombic repulsion of the gating mechanism
previously suggested [9] would then be inappropriate. On the other
hand, the low potential of heme bL suggests a local environment in
which the protein provides a compensating negative ﬁeld. If this were
so, the ferriheme state might be neutral, and the mechanism previously
discussed [9] would remain attractive. However, although a single elec-
tron charge is transferred, it could well be to an oxidized heme of partial
charge δ+, resulting in a charge (1−δ)− after transfer of the electron;
then perhaps the most attractive scenario would involve a mix of these
two mechanisms, and both attractive and repulsive effects would come
into play at different times during the evolution of the process. The
scheme in Fig. 8 sketches such a scenario (see legend for explanation).
4.8.3. Proton exit pathways
For gating mechanisms associated with coulombic interactions be-
tween the charged participants, all the dancers have to be considered.
In this context, the relative pK values governing the proton pathway be-
tween QH•, E295, and the aqueous phasemust also be considered. If the
pK at ~8.5 measured in the E295 mutants does reﬂect dissociation of
QH•, then two general cases might be argued:
(i) The pK ~8.5 measured in the more crippled E295 mutants
might reﬂect dissociation of QH• appropriate only to the case
in which the carboxylate function is missing. If this were the
case, the working pK of QH• in the wildtype might be much
lower, with a favorable gradient for H+ transfer along a path-
way in which QH• and E295 have pK values close to those in
aqueous environments. The fact that the species measured by
Cape et al. [30] in wildtype at pH 8.0 was the anionic form
would favor this interpretation.
Fig. 8. Scheme to showpossiblemechanistic features of theQo-site ballet. a. Before the 1st electron transfer, the ES1-complex forms in thedistal volumeof theQo-site, stabilized by a strong
H-bond to His-161 of ISPox. E295 may H-bond weakly to QH2. Heme bL is in the oxidized form (with local ﬁeld of δ+ charge). An electron and H+ are delivered to ISPox to form ISPH (1).
Immediately after the 1st electron transfer, the ISPH rotates away (2) to deliver its electron to cyt c1 and release the H+ to the P-phase. b. This leaves the neutral SQ (QH•), H-bonded to
E295 carboxylate in the ES2-complex. Heme bL is still oxidized, and available as acceptor for the electron fromQH• (or Q•−), but the low occupancy, and low value for k2d (~103 s−1)means
the rate is slow. c. The H+ is transferred to the E295 carboxylate, to form the SQ anion (Q•−), and E295 (3), now in carboxylic form, rotates to open up the proximal volume. The sidechain
makes a H-bond to thewater chain leading to the P-side aqueous phase. The δ+ ﬁeld around heme bL lowers the pK, allowing release of the H+ (4), which transfers down thewater chain,
leaving E295 in the carboxylate form. The δ+ ﬁeld also attracts Q•− (5), which migrates closer to heme bL, increasing the rate constant (k2p ~109 s−1). d. The electron from Q•− transfers
rapidly to heme bL (6), and the quinone is free tomigrate back to the distal volume, and exit the site (7). Reduction of heme bL changes the charge by 1, and the ﬁeld changes transiently to
(1−δ)−. e. The ﬁeld is felt by the carboxylate of E295 (8), and the coulombic force ﬂips it back to its initial position. f. If heme bH is oxidized, the electron is transferred (9), and the ﬁeld
associatedwith heme bL returns to its initial δ+ charge. The site is now vacant, and available to accept a QH2 for the next turnover. If heme bL remains reduced (after the second turnover),
the (1−δ)− ﬁeld serves to repel the Q•− formed after the next cycle (reactions (1)–(3) representing a partial third turnover).
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QH• in wildtype. If so, the glutamate acceptor group might be
expected to have a pK similar to this or higher. In cytochrome
aa3, the glutamate at the terminus of the D-channel (water
chain on theN-side of the protein) is thought to have a functional
pK of ~9.2 [106,107]. Since E295 in the bc1 complex occupies a
similar environment, the scenario in cytochrome aa3 provides
an example that might apply to the pK here.
Similar considerations apply to proton exit. Since water chains con-
duct protons freely, they must approach electrochemical equilibrium
with the aqueous phase to which they are connected. At equilibrium,
the activity felt within the protein at the P-side terminus must be that
of the aqueous P-phase, but in ﬂux, a difference in electrochemical
potential along the chain would be present, though likely minimal. In
either case, Mitchell's proton-well effect [108] would be in play, and
the distribution of H+ along the pathwould be determine through frac-
tional contribution ofΔψ to the local proﬁle. The proton exit path is bet-
ter characterized in cyt aa3; both there and in bc1 complex, the proton
has eventually to be passed to the P-phase at pH≤7.0, necessitating de-
livery from a groupwith an effective pK lower than this. The pathway in
both cases involves awater chain that is also in equilibriumwith a heme
propionate, which might represent the terminus. It seems possible that
coordination of proton and electron transfer, and the redox-linked
changes in pK of the heme propionates (cf. [56,109–112]) would beimportant in gating both processes. Clearly, mutagenesis of residues
along the path from the Qo-site to the aqueous phase, in association
with a detailedQM/MD simulation of the changes in electrostatic proﬁle
during catalysis, will be instructive, and such studies are in progress
(Wilson, C., Harrison, C., Schulten, K. and Crofts, A.R., unpublished).
It is likely that the empirical rate constantswould pertain to process-
es that are gated [44], but details of mechanisms remain to be deter-
mined. For the high potential chain, several labs have discussed
possible gating mechanisms in terms of conformations of the protein
that change with changes in occupancy of the different domains of the
Qo-site [104,113,114], nicely reviewed byBerry andHuang [115]. In par-
ticular, access to the Qo-site occupant from the P-phase (for either O2 or
ISP) is likely modulated by closure of the access port through which ISP
contacts occupants. Tyr-302 is the putative “trap-door” for closure
of the Qo-site access port [104], and is also involved in stabilization of
the extrinsic domain of ISP at the Qo-site through H-bonding to the
backbone=O of Cys-151 of ISP. Mutation of this residue slows rates
for the normal forward reaction [104,116,117], and can dramatically
increase rates for SO generation [114,118], so likely this is an important
player.
For the lowpotential chain, the choice of gatingmechanismdepends
on choice of starting point. If a single rate constant for electron transfer
pertains, the choices are limited. Osyczka et al. [44], having discounted
any role for E295, suggested control by coulombic effects on dipolar
orientation of waters to gate H+ pathways. With the necessity for SQ
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greatly enlarged, with themost obviousmechanisms those proposed,—
coulombic forces would keep Q•− in the distal domain if heme bL− had a
net negative charge, so that only the slow rate constants would be in
effect. Similar forces would alsomodulate displacements of the carbox-
ylate form of E295. In any case, reversal of the reaction would require
coordination of electron and proton transfer, with many possibilities
for gating, as discussed above.
4.9. A kinetic model for the Qo-site reaction
From the considerations above, a strong case can be made for a
mechanism that depends onmovement of SQ in the Qo-site to facilitate
the second electron transfer. Covian et al. [31] had suggested that such a
model was untenable. Their main criticism was that in the previous
work [9] we had failed to take account of plausible values for diffusion
coefﬁcient of SQ in the Qo-site. We agree that the diffusional rate con-
stant was not properly considered in that study, but we disagree with
the more general conclusion they reached, that all models involving
the movement of SQ in the site are therefore untenable. In our previous
discussions, we had assumed that occupancy of the SQ would be
maintained as low as possible so as to minimize the probability of by-
pass reactions, and used Moser–Dutton values for k2cat of 4×106 s−1
from the distal domain and 4×109 s−1 from the proximal domain as
primary constraints. If the movement of SQd to SQp was sufﬁciently
rapid, the intrinsic rate would be determined by electron transfer
from the proximal domain, allowing a very low occupancy. The implicit
ad hoc assumption, that the rate constant for diffusion was faster than
k2
cat from the proximal domain, was not realistic. The original model
could be readily extended to demonstrate that reduction of heme b
via diffusion of SQ in the site was realistic, but it had omitted a proper
representation of other essential features, in particular the competition
between the forward and reverse reactions [31]. Themodel shown here
is expanded to include all redox centers of the complex, and established
partial processes [8,9]. The main considerations are SQ occupancy,
now determined, and the three pairs of forward and reverse rate
constants,— for electron transfer from the distal and proximal domains,
and for the diffusional step. For the ﬁrst electron transfer, partial pro-
cesses included are formation of ES-complex, the probability for the
H+ to be in the conﬁguration needed for electron transfer (the Brønsted
barrier for formation of the active state), and the electron transfer step.
Values for forward rate constants are taken from the literature or
derived from well-established parameters (see Notes to Table 1), and
reverse rate constants were adjusted so as to provide values for the
overall equilibrium constant consistent with existing data. The value
of k2d~103 s−1 for oxidation of SQ from the distal domain is that
derived above from the SQ occupancy andmeasured rates.We have as-
sumed that this value for rate constant would also be appropriate if Q•−
was constrained to the distal domain in wildtype. In this case, the
observed rate could be explained only by some additional process in-
creasing the rate constant, simulated here by movement of SQ closer
to heme bL. The diffusional step for SQ has been explicitly modeled.
The value for diffusional rate constant, 107bkdiff≤108 s−1, was derived
from x2=2Dt, a 1-D diffusion distance of 5.0 Å, and the diffusion coefﬁ-
cient for ubiquinone-10 [119] or plastoquinone [120] in themembrane.
Values measured for D have been in the range10−7 to 10−9 cm2s−1,
depending on protein crowding, and are similar to the value for the dif-
fusion coefﬁcient of phospholipids in membranes (~10−8 cm2s−1).
Since diffusion of Q•− would involve an open volume close to heme bL,
a value at the high end of the plausible range might be appropriate. In
the simulation, SQ occupancy at levels comparable to those observed ex-
perimentally requires oxidation of ISPH and ferroheme c1 by an external
acceptor to pull the reaction over beyond the ﬁrst turnover (see discus-
sion of equilibria in Section 4.2). The occupancy found depends on the
equilibrium constant for this reaction, and hence the Em of the acceptor.
The value used in the model, giving K~100, is appropriate for thecomplex in situ (with RC or cyt oxidase as acceptor). However, as
might be expected, this leads to occupancy when the oxidation of SQ
is limited (for example by eliminating the diffusional step) that is, at
least transiently, higher (>0.2 SQ/site) than that measured using the
isolated complex and horse heart cyt c as acceptor. It should also be
noted that, because of the competition from back-reaction, the range
of values for kdiff is more severely constrained than when the model of
[31] was extended (see SI).
Reactions, rate constants and values for all parameters used are
shown in Table 1, andDynaﬁt scripts are provided in the supplementary
materials. Three kinetic models are simulated using the same set of pa-
rameters: (i) a single turnover of the Qo-site following addition of QH2
to the oxidized complex inhibited by antimycin, allowing exploration
of occupancy of SQ, and the dependence of the rate of heme bH reduc-
tion on the diffusional step; (ii) as (i), but with equilibria for additional
turnovers to allow the oxidized complex to come to equilibrium with
the Q-pool; and (iii) as (ii) but with steps to allow the high potential
chain to equilibrate with an acceptor pool. We note that, although all
equilibrium constants used are natural, the rate constants for one pro-
cess, the oxidation of cyt c1 by added acceptor (k3 and k-3) are higher
than justiﬁed by observed rates, and therefore unnatural. Lowering
these values led to slowed kinetics, especially for the second turnover;
we tentatively ascribe this discrepancy to gating in the high potential
chain that is not included in the current model. The scripts for these
models, and an early preliminary model based on [31], are available in
the supplementary materials.
4.9.1. Simulation outcome
As shown in Fig. 9A, the kinetics modeled depended strongly on the
value chosen for the diffusional rate constant. Rates of heme bH reduc-
tion associated with oxidation of the ﬁrst QH2 reﬂected the limiting
ﬁrst electron transfer as long as kdiff was in the range >107 s−1, —
well within plausible estimates. Kinetics of ISP and cyt c1 reduction
summed to follow the kinetics of heme bH reduction in the ﬁrst turn-
over, but individual amplitudes (and initial rates) reﬂected the equilib-
rium constant between ISP and heme c1. Note that whenever acceptors
were available in both chains, the SQ occupancies (for example, with
kdiff=107 s−1, [SQd] was transiently ~1.5·10−4) were below the de-
tection limits currently accessible using EPR (Fig. 9C). The model there-
fore accounts for the data of Zhu et al. [38], but in the context of our
model. The SQp occupancy (~2.5·10−7) was in the range of theminimal
value we assumed in previous discussions [9,10]. When the simulation
was allowed to continue into a second turnover, a slow reduction of
heme bL occurred, driven by the large excess of QH2, but little additional
SQ (~2·10−5) accumulated (Fig. 9B, C). As seen experimentally, reduc-
tion of heme bL developed only as reduction of heme bH reached comple-
tion, andwas slowunless additional acceptorwas present. Onlywhen an
excess of acceptor for the high potential chainwas included did the rates
for heme bL reduction approach experimental rates; SQ occupancy
lagged heme bL reduction, and approach the experimental range only
with the heme substantially reduced (Fig. 9D). If diffusion of SQwas im-
peded, a high transient level of SQwas detected during the ﬁrst turnover,
but if SQ was able to move rapidly, signiﬁcant levels developed only
during the second turnover.
The changes in kinetics of SQ occupancy on changing the values of
kdiff would model those expected between the wildtype and the
E295W mutant. In the experimental context, the conditions are the
same, but the mechanism by which SQ removal is inhibited is different.
However, in each case, after inhibition has set in, the SQ has to reach
equilibriumpoise consistentwith that of other reactants in the reaction.
In the case of the antimycin-inhibited wildtype, two quinol equivalents
are consumed (in reduction of the two b-hemes) before the inhibition
leading to substantial accumulation of SQ sets in; after this delay the
SQ would approach equilibrium with other components of the overall
reaction. In themutant, the removal of the SQ is inhibited from the out-
set, so that the SQ accumulates rapidly on oxidation of the ﬁrst quinol
Table 1
Partial processes and kinetic parameters for Qo-site model.
Reaction equation Rate constants kforward kreverse Keq
EFeS.c1.bL.bH+QH2⇌EFeS.c1.bL.bH .QH2 konQH koff 500×[QH2] 5×103 10 a
EFeS.c1.bL.bH .QH2⇌EFeS.c1.bL.bH .QH-H kproton k−proton 107 1012 10−5 b
EFeS.c1.bL.bH .QH–H⇌EFeS−.c1.bL.bH .SQ(d) k1 k−1 1.65×108 3.25×105 510 c
EFeS−.c1.bL.bH .SQ(d)⇌EFeS.c1−.bL.bH .SQ(d) k5 k−5 108 3×108 0.33 d
EFeS.c1−.bL.bH .SQ(d)+Aox⇌EFeS.c1.bL.bH .SQ(d)+Ared k3 k−3 107 105 100 e
EFeS.c1.bL.bH .SQ(d)⇌EFeS.c1.bL−.bH .Q(d) k2d k−2d 1.2×103 0.192 6250 f
EFeS.c1.bL−.bH .Q(d)⇌EFeS.c1.bL.bH− .Q(d) k4 k−4 106 6250 160 g
EFeS.c1.bL.bH .SQ(d)⇌EFeS.c1.bL.bH .SQ(p) kdiff k−diff 107 107 1 h
EFeS.c1.b−L.b−H .SQ(d)⇌EFeS.c1.b−L.b−H .SQ(p) kdiff3 k−diff3 106 108 0.01 h
EFeS.c1.bL.bH .SQ(p)⇌EFeS.c1.bL−.bH .Q(p) k2p k−2p 4.3×109 6.9×105 6250 i
EFeS.c1.bL−.bH .Q(p)⇌EFeS.c1.bL.bH− .Q(p) k4 k−4 106 6250 160 g
EFeS.c1.bL.bH− .Q(p)⇌EFeS.c1.bL.bH− .Q(d) kdiff kdiff 107 107 1 h
EFeS.c1.bL.bH− .Q(d)⇌EFeS.c1.bL.bH−+Q koff konQ 5×103 50×[Q] 1 j
EFeS.c1.bL.bH−+QH2⇌EFeS.c1.bL.bH−.QH2 koff konQH 500×[QH2] 5×103 10 k
Notes:
The model represents the essential processes of the Qo-site reaction, constrained by antimycin to prevent the Qi-site reaction so that ﬂux out of the b-heme chain is inhibited. The
full complement of redox centers is included, and an additional acceptor (by default in 6-fold excess over the complex) of Em,7 420 mV to simulate the driving force available from
the rest of the chain. For simplicity, it is assumed that all components retain the Em,7 values determined by redox titration. The reactions shown are appropriate to the ﬁrst turnover
of the Qo-site. The model allows simulation of the second turnover, and uses the same rate constants for similar processes (see Supplementary Information for details).
a) The value for konQH shown is that suggested in [31], with the initial [QH2] given as 200 (no units), to give an apparent ﬁrst-order rate constant of 5×104 s−1. In chromatophores
at saturating QH2, the exchange of Q and QH2 has no appreciable contribution to the kinetics [72], indicating that these reactions are all rapid compared to the rate limiting step.
The second-order rate constant determined in situ was ~2×105 M−1 s−1 [74], estimated from the observed rate at ~10 mM QH2 in the membrane. The diffusion-limited rate
constant would be considerably higher. The displacement of the apparent Em due to formation of the ES1-complex shows a tighter binding of QH2 than Q by a factor ~10.
b) Rates for H+ exchange along H-bonds have been variously estimated on the range 1011 to 1013 s−1 [123–125].We have used a value of 1012 s−1 for k−proton, themore rapid of the two
rate constants, but any choice in the range shown experimentally would give the same kinetics overall. The ratio of rate constants gives the probability for ﬁnding the H+ in a position
favorable for electron transfer (the equilibrium constant for distribution along the H-bond), derived from the difference in pK values between donor (the –OH of QH2, pK>11.5) and
acceptor groups (theNε of His-152 (His-161 inmitochondrial sequences) of the oxidized ISP, with pKox1~7.6). At saturatingQH2, electron transfer occurs from the ES1-complex, and the
value for pKox1 would be less than in the isolated ISP because of the binding free-energy [8]. A value of 6.5 is used in the simulation (a ΔpK of 105).
c) The forward rate constant is that for electron transfer from the weakly populated conﬁguration in which the H+ is close to the histidine Nε of His-152 (occupancy 10−5 used here, see
(b)). The value for rate constant needed is therefore 105-fold greater than the observed value. The value given here is that from a Marcus analysis using the distance dependence of
Moser and colleagues [100], and λ=0.935, distance 7.0 Å, and driving force ΔGo/F=−0.16 V appropriate to the value for Keq shown. The reverse rate constant is chosen to give a
SQ occupancy in the range shown by experiment (~0.05 [30] and thiswork), after taking account of the occupancy of the intermediate state. It is assumed that the reaction is reversible
only in the ES1-complex conﬁguration. After electron transfer, the H-bond to SQ would break, releasing the reduced ISP, which would rapidly rotate away from the ES-complex con-
ﬁguration to passes its electron to heme c1.
d) Removal of ISPH from interaction with Qo-site, and oxidation to ISPox. The forward rate constant given is that for dissociation and movement of ISPH, since this would release SQ
for further reaction. The equilibrium constant is that for oxidation of ISPH by cyt c1, which is weakly unfavorable at pH 7.0.
e) Second-order rate constant to represent oxidation of cyt c1 by a pool of high-potential acceptor.
f) The forward rate constant for oxidation of SQ in the domain distal from heme bL. The value is that needed to match the observed rate in strains mutated at Glu-295 (v~40–80
QH2/bc1/s at pH 8.5–9), with a SQ occupancy ~0.05 [30], using the relation, v=k(occupancy).
g) The rate constant for electron transfer from heme bL to heme bH. The forward rate constant was calculated using Marcus/Moser–Dutton analysis from the distance given by
modeling. The reverse rate constant was chosen so that the equilibrium constant matches that calculated from Em values. The value is similar to that determined from the
rate of oxidation of heme bH induced by generation of a membrane potential [126]. The kinetics of heme bH reduction were not signiﬁcantly changed by varying the value for
k4 over the range 104 to 106 s−1, though a transient reduction of heme bL (maximal occupancy 0.08) was seen when the lower value was used.
h) An approximate value for kdiff is given by k≈1/t=2D /bx2>. Using x=5×10−8 cm, D in the range 10−9 to 10−7 cm2 s−1 [119,120], we ﬁnd 0.8×106bkdiffb0.8×108 s−1, assuming a
1-dimensional diffusion path, and diffusion in both directions from a starting position; if movement was constrained to the direction closer to heme bL, the values would scale up. The
value used in the simulation could be varied over the range 108–107 s−1 without changing the overall rate of reaction. In all the simulations shown in which heme bL was available in
the oxidized form, the same valuewas used in forward and reverse directions. The limited range could be extended by applying a bias to thediffusional process. For example, biaswould
increase kdiff if therewas a coulombic driving force for displacement of Q•− by a positive ﬁeld aroundheme bL. Similarly, the occupancy of the distal domain byQ•− could be constrained
if k-diff was increased by a negative ﬁeld around ferroheme bL. In the simulation, we implemented such an effect under conditions in which both b-hemes were reduced, but the only
outcome affectedwas the distribution between SQd and SQp states. In themechanism outlined in Fig. 8we speculate that the change in charge on reductionwould switch theﬁeld from
+ve to−ve, but have not otherwise implemented that feature in the present models. For the neutral Q species, the same value for kdiff was used in both reaction directions. The value
for kdiff was varied in the plots of Figs. 7–9, as indicated, to simulate impaired oxidation of SQ by mutation of Glu-295.
i) The forward rate constant for oxidation of SQ in the domain proximal to heme bL. The value was calculated using the Moser–Dutton distance parameter, the distance to heme bL
shown by myxothiazol-containing structures, and the Marcus exponential term [8]. Both here, and in estimation of the complementary parameter for the distal domain, the re-
verse rate constant was calculated so as to be consistent with the equilibrium for the overall reaction and the other values for equilibrium constants used in the simulation.
j) The values chosen reﬂect a 10-fold tighter binding for QH2 than Q at the catalytic site. As noted in a), the actual value is conservative.
k) Because of the 25 Å distance, and the neutral charged state of the binding species, it was assumed that the redox state of heme bH did not affect the binding of Q or QH2 at the
Qo-site.
381D. Victoria et al. / Biochimica et Biophysica Acta 1827 (2013) 365–386(on activation via oxidation of the high-potential chain in chromato-
phores), in transient equilibriumwith the reactants of the ﬁrst electron
transfer, but the poise of the second electron transfer reaches equilibri-
um on a much slower time scale, due to the inhibited delivery of elec-
trons to heme bL. These effects can be seen in the kinetics modeled in
Fig. 9F. The consequence of the different time courses is that the occu-
pancy of SQ in the two strains at any particular time will be different,
but will approach the same value at longer times. The occupancy in
the wildtype approaches equilibrium from below, and that in E295W
from above, so that occupancy in the former would be lower than inthe latter at any time prior to that at which both had reached equilibri-
um, consistent with the difference observed experimentally.
When a large pool of acceptor was provided, and an additional reac-
tion step for oxidation of the SQ by O2 was included, the steady-state
ﬂux of SO generation could also be modeled, with rate dependent on
choice of rate constant (not shown).
The kinetic limitation in the E295 mutants could in principle come
from any partial process in the second electron transfer, including the
pathway for proton exit, but was modeled here simply by decreasing
the rate constant for the diffusional state. Software constraints limit
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Fig. 9. Simulated kinetic curves on addition of QH2 to the oxidized bc1 complex. A. Kinetics in the ﬁrst turnover to show the effect on turnover of slowing the diffusion of SQ from
distal to proximal domains of the Qo-site by changing kdiff. B. Kinetics on reduction by adding 200-fold excess of QH2 to the oxidized complex in the absence of additional acceptor.
The reduction of heme bL reﬂects a second turnover driven by the excess QH2. C. Occupancy of different states in which the SQ was signiﬁcantly populated during the ﬁrst turnover.
D. Kinetics in the presence of 6-fold excess of acceptor for the high-potential chain. Heme bL becomes reduced only after heme bH, and high occupancy of SQ lags reduction of heme
bL. The right-hand scale is appropriate for the dashed trace, ampliﬁed to show SQ kinetics. E. Kinetics to show the dependence of heme bL reduction (second turnover) on SQ mo-
bility. F. Kinetics of SQ occupancy with different degrees of inhibition of SQ diffusion. As diffusion becomes severely limited, the SQ occupancy builds up during the ﬁrst turnover,
and then relaxes to the equilibrium value as electrons pass through to the b-heme chain. Note that, apart from a slight increase in occupancy during the ﬁrst two turnovers (*), the
SQ accumulating during the third partial turnover has the same kinetics over the range of values for kdiff between 108 and 106 s−1 (c.f. frame D).
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testing coulombic bias, we did not attempt to extend it to include sep-
arate partial processes for gating mechanisms, or for the proton exit
pathway via E295, which we assume to be rapid in wildtype com-
pared to the rate limiting step.4.9.2. Inhibition by antimycin
Ransac et al. [102,121], had pointed out that their stochastic kinetic
models allowed the equilibrations that open up the bypass processes
discussed by Osyzcka et al. [44], and that as a consequence, inhibition
by antimycin could not be modeled without ad hoc additions to the
383D. Victoria et al. / Biochimica et Biophysica Acta 1827 (2013) 365–386model. Instead, the bifurcated reaction was essentially decoupled, as
also emphasized by Moser et al. [122]. In their choice of rate constants,
each of these groups had assumed that the second electron transfer
involved a single rate constant for SQ oxidation calculated from dis-
tance, with SQ constrained to the location of its generation,— the distal
domain in [102], some intermediate location in [44]. Kim et al. [101] in
an exercise using similar constraints reached a similar conclusion. It
might be expected from this that in the more severely crippled E295
mutant strains, a marked decouplingwould also be observed. However,
the bypass rates in these strainswere in the same range as in antimycin
inhibitedwildtype, which showed almost complete inhibition. As noted
above, with a known SQ occupancy under conditions in which bypass
reactions occur at a measured rate, empirical values for rate constants
of particular bypass processes (reduction of SQ by heme bL−, reduction
of O2 or ISPox by SQ) can be calculated, and applied in modeling rates
for the states in which SQ accumulates. In the present model, we have
not included these processes because we do not know what additional
partial processes are involved, but the empirical rate constants
discussed would lead to the strongly inhibited rates observed. By intro-
ducing the diffusional step in the second electron transfer, we open the
possibility of the gating envisaged in [44]. Control of the bifurcated reac-
tion tominimize reduction of SQ byheme bL−might involve a restriction
of SQ to the distal domain by the coulombic mechanism previously
proposed, and we have included such as a token. However, in the ab-
sence of these additional processes, it has no effect. Themodel simulates
the essential features of the forward Qo-site reaction, and provides a
starting point for a more complete study in which further complexities
associated with control and gating of the reaction in situ can be
explored.
5. Conclusions
1) From the work establishing the role of ISPox [27,62,81], and from
the changes in pH dependence compared to wildtype in ISP and
E295 mutants, it is clear that the changed proﬁle in the latter is
not a direct consequence of loss of the glutamate sidechain, but
reﬂects a change in the rate limiting process from the ﬁrst to the
second electron transfer. The pK at ~8.5 is due to dissociation of
some other group to a form that favors electron transfer. A plausi-
ble candidate is the dissociation of the neutral SQ to the anionic
form: QH•⇌Q•−+H+.
2) Contrary to previous conclusions [55,56], mutation of E295 severely
lowers the rate constant for oxidation of SQ by heme bL. However,
the data do not allow an unambiguous distinction between roles in
the electron and proton transfer. The pattern of Zn-inhibition is con-
sistent with a role in proton exit [52]. Our original hypothesis [24]
was driven by the rotational displacement of the sidechain needed
to fulﬁll this role, clearly demonstrated by the changes in E295 con-
ﬁguration seen in structures with stigmatellin [19,26] compared to
those with myxothiazol (or other MOA-inhibitors) [26,50]. The
structures also showed occupancy of the volume proximal to heme
bL by the MOA-class of inhibitors [26,50]. As noted before [26], the
effects seen when residues impinging on this volume are mutated,
the differential sensitivity to the two classes of inhibitor, the slowing
of electron transfer observed in thesemutants, and the lack of effect
on binding in the distal domain, strongly hint at a need for occupan-
cy of the proximal domain by an intermediate state. In the absence
of inhibitor, rotational displacement of the E295 sidechain would
open the volume to SQ if the latter were mobile. The properties
revealed by interactions with local nuclear magnets [30] are consis-
tent with such mobility, and our kinetic modeling demonstrates
that, with these factors incorporated, movement of SQ in the site is
plausible, and is sufﬁcient to account for the high rates observed in
the wildtype. In the hypothesis tested, both the direct role in H+
exit, and the indirect role in facilitating electron transfer would be
necessary, but choice of which is the step inhibited depends on thedissociation sate of SQ. If Q•− is the form of SQ accumulated in the
E295 mutants, then dissociation is not rate limiting, and inhibited
movement in the site is the best explanation. We believe that in
E295W the case is strong, but recognize that the balance could ﬂip
in the other direction in other mutants, and our current studies are
aimed at resolving this uncertainty.
3) The occupancy measured here in E295W under conditions of favor-
able driving force, together with the constraint onmobility from the
bulk of tryptophan, provides a plausible basis for calculation of a rate
constant for oxidation of SQ from the distal domain. The value
obtained is >1000-fold lower than that calculated for electron
transfer over the distance from the distal domain to heme bL.
Starting there, two explanations for the inhibition observed in
E295 mutants seem plausible. i) If the SQ species detected in
E295W is Q•−, the inhibitionmust be in some step after dissociation,
likely movement of SQ. In that case, the rate constant calculated
would be appropriate in the native complex and would exclude
explanations for the rapid rates seen in uninhibited systems based
on electron transfer from Q•− that remains in the distal domain.
We believe the weight of evidence supports this explanation. ii) If
the SQ species is QH•, then dissociation could well be the inhibited
step, the rate constant measured would pertain to that form, and a
different value might pertain in the wildtype mechanism. As noted
in the previous paragraph, the hypothesis is framed in the context
of a straightforward test.
4) With the qualiﬁcations above, we can claim that themain features of
the hypothesis sketched out a dozen years ago [24] are now
supported by experimental data. The results are consistent with a
plausible mechanism for this second step of the bifurcated reaction,
and suggest a molecular ballet, with E295 as the prima ballerina,
whose choreography is directed by coulombic interactions that
implement control functions. In the mechanism we propose, and
in contrast to previous proposals [56], the participation of E295
lowers energy barriers for the forward reaction as in the convention-
al view of catalysis, but raises them towards the bypass reactions by
exploiting separate pathways for electron and proton, the spatial
separation between the distal domain (at which SQ is generated)
and the proximal domain (close enough to acceptor heme bL for
rapid oxidation), the mobility of the SQ, and the potential for gating
in the ﬂexibility of conformation in the Qo-site, and a dance, frozen
in the structures, whose step-by-step choreography remains to be
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